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Working
to Feed the
Hungry

BY ADAM DEXTER
Nor'easter Staff

BY AMANDA CAVANAUGH
Nor'easter Staff
UNE's food service provider,
Sodexo, sponsored a food drive
on Wednesday, November 12th
for Hunger Action Month.
Along with supplying food
to local providers throughout
the community, volunteers also
hoped to attain the Guinness
World record for the "Largest
Food Drive" by a Non-Charitable Organization in a 24-hour
period.
Colleges are among the
largest competitors for this record. Last year, UNE was one of
the top donating schools in the
country. In general, Cans Across
America set a goal for 396,832lbs,
1oz. of food donations this year.
Local churches, schools, and
businesses collected food that is
later brought to the campus. The
Biddeford-Saco community was
greatly involved in the effort to
stop hunger.
Schools such as Thornton,
aco, and Biddeford all collected
non-perishable food that was
then delivered to the campus.
Local churches, such as the Unitarian church in Saco and other
local churches around the area,
were also involved.
Also, local businesses, such
as Shaw's and Wal-mart, contributed any donations they received
to UNE's goal.
See.FOOD DRIVE, page 2
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Security: UNE's security vehicle prowls the campus, keeping the community .

UNE Sets Up Anonymous Tip Line
BY MARISSA SIMOES
Nor'easter Staff

In response to a number of
hate-crime-related incidents on
campus, a tip line has been established by the University of New
England. The tip line, launched
on November 12th, was created
to provide an outlet for students
to come forward with any information they would like to reveal
anonymously.
Starting in mid-September,
the University of New England
has seen an uncommon number
of what are referred to as "bias indicators," more loosely termed as
hate crimes.

With ten accounted incidents, the UNE community is up
in arms about the situation. As
a university that prides itself on
open acceptance of personal differences, such as sexual orientation and race, UNE staff and students are not prepared to tolerate
such biases.
According to head of UNE
Security, Don Clark, "Every time
we have a bias indicator here on
campus, I notify the Biddeford
Police Department and the Maine
Attorney General Office."
The incidents ranged in severity from swastikas drawn on a
dry-erase board, to racial epithets
written on a bathroom wall to,

most recently, 'ln act of physical violence accompanied by- homophobic insults. The alleged
assault is currently under investigation.
While some of the incidents
are not necessarily crimes, they are
indications that there are biases
present on the university campus.
Clark explained what constitutes an actual hate crime: "The
hate crime laws in Maine are not
just bad language laws, they're not
censorship laws. Words in and of
themselves are not against the
law, it is when they target someone that they become a crime."
The tip line was devised to
Please see SAFETY, page 2

On Tuesday, November 4.
voters across America sat an..xiously around their television sets
to discover who would become
the forty-fourth president of
the United States. As the clock
neared midnight, the media outlets announced the next president:
Senator Barack Obama.
As the next day dawned, both
positive and negative words were
being hurled, and the newspapers
were ablaze with headlines about
Obama. Likewise, students here
at UNE were expressing their
hopefulness or their displeasure.
"I am extremely happy and
hopeful for the future," Karson
Coutre class of 2012 said. Erin
Lyons also of the '12 class said: "[I
am] ecstatic."
Travis Smith is "pleased for a
change."
Sophomore Emily Uzar said:
"I was surprised and, being a Republican, was a little disappointed ~
but I'm excited for the change."
"I'm kind of disappointed,'
said Freshman Megan Bagdon. "I
am for McCain. It really all boils
down to abortion. [With Obama's
election], all my tax dollars are
going to fund abortions -- and I
don't have any say in it."
Some, however, remain skeptical about the changes the new
administration will briRg. "I am
skeptical but hopeful," Senior Sam
Steven Karcher said, "that Obama
and the Democratic Congress
Please see ELECTION, page 4

Nor'Easter Express Line
Ridership Increases
BY ANDREW FREDETTE
Nor'easter Staff
UNE offers its students free
bus rides on the Nor'easter express line. The bus travels from
the campus center to Downtown
Biddeford, running all day, 7 days
a week.
The ridership has seen great
increases this year compared
to where it was at this time last
year. In September alone there
were 2,038 passengers who rode
the bus, compared to the 1,160
who rode the Nor'easter Express
line in September 2007. That is a
76% increase for the first month
MORENEWS
AFTER SUCCESS, TAKE 3 IS NO
MORE: Page 3.
UNE PROF. &. RESERARCH STUDEN'I'S USE ORANGES: Page-4.

of school. Weekday ridership has
increased from 624 riders in 2007
to 1,220 riders this September, a
96% increase. Additional mid-day
services with connections to the
Zoom line have been added this
year, and it has lead to increases in
riders.
With the service being offered 7 days a week, there has been
an increase on the weekend riders.
In September '07 there were 536
riders on Saturdays and Sundays,
this year there were 818 riders, a
53% increase. Different events
happening on the weekends lead
to how many riders the
Please see EXPRESS, page 3
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BUS RIDERSHIP: UNE students board a Nor'Easter Express Line Bus.
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All of the food will be donated to local providers such as
Kennebunk Social Services, York
County Shelter, Stone Soup Food
Pantry, and the Saco Food Pantry. All of which are desperate for
food this year.
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this donation. Much of this is due
to Kennebunk's freshman English
teacher, Amy Roy.
Food services director at
UNE, Dan Roy, Amy's husband,
has also been greatly involved in
Cans Across America.
The Kennebunk School district has been largely involved in
the donations. While surpassing

SAFETY

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1

help UNE Security and the Biddeford Police Department find
out who has been behind these
unfortunate events. "If anyone in
the community wants to help us,"
Clark explained, "they can reach
us in two different ways: by sending an e-mail to tips@une.edu or
by calling (207) 602-2444 or on
campus extension 2444."
The UNE community is, at
this point, doing all it can to keep
students and staff safe. Especially
after serious tragedies occurred
on other college campuses, communication is a must. Clark stated
that, "everyone has done a lot to
bring it to the attention of the
students ... We want people to be
aware of what has happened and
to be able to make informed deci-

sions. This is intolerable behavior
that needs to be resolved. It is not
an immediate threat to the safety
of our community at this point
but it needs to come to an end."
Again, students are advised
to call or e-mail the tip line and
provide as much information as
possible. The tip line is available
to students, not only in regards
to the recent activity, but for anything else they would seriously
like to notify security of And
again, it is anonymous.
Upon calling the tip line,
students will hear a pre-recorded
answering service followed by the
opportunity to leave a message. To
make the informant more at e_ase,
the tip line does not require talking to an actual person. To send
a message via e-mail, students are
encouraged to use an anonymous
e-mail address and, to really secure

anonymity, a public computer.
Clark plead, "We are asking
the university to please help in
solving this and any other incidents on campus. This is the first
time we've had so many incidents
in such a short period of time. It's
concerning to us."
"We want students to cooperate at this point. Tell someone
if you know something," Clark
implored, "Tell your RAs, tell an
Area Coordinator, call us, call the
tip line. Help us put an end to this.
It is making a lot of students, faculty and staff very uncomfortable.
That is not what this university is
about. We won't tolerate it."
Bottom line: if you know something, say something. Keep
UNE Safe, call ext. 2444 or email tips@une.edu.
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FOOD DRIVE: Mary Potter helps package some of the food items raised in UNE's
Cans Across America.

It is important for college
students at UNE to volunteer.
One of the most important ways
that students can help out is by
educating children about poverty;
to reiterate that even though they
may not see poverty in their everyday lives, it still does exist.
"Many kids don't understand
that there are other kids who
wake up in the morning without
a breakfast, or a lunch, or a dinner," said Mary Potter.
Many volunteer jobs were
available to choose from. One
could do anything from sorting
the food to working on the computer accounting for all of the incoming food.
The food arrived on campus
from various sources throughout
the day. All of the food items that
came through the door had to be
sorted and accounted for. There
also had to be two witnesses
watching over the process the entire time.
The University has been involved in Cans Across America
for three years now. Last year,
UNE was one of the top donators
in the New England area.
The goal for the community
was 5,000lbs, yet was surpassed
with a final donation of 6,300lbs
of food last year.
Kennebunk High School itself contributed to almost half of

a goal of their own last year, they
also made great contributions to
the college's donations.
The high school students
decorated the donation boxes
with American flags and other
decorations this year to show
their support. This year, the school
has a goal of gathering at least
10,000lbs of food for local shelters.
There are many differences
this year that :i.re likely to contribute to an increase in donations.
One of the reasons is that many
more people know about it. More
food will be donated and more
people will volunteer as word of
the cause is spread throughout
the community.
"People realize just how important this is," said Potter.
Also, the campus is selling
cans to the students for 50 cents.
In such a rural setting, on-campus
residents often have a difficult
time getting to grocery stores to
buy food for the cause. This will
help as it will give the students
more opportunities to help out.
With the holidays just around
the corner, Cans Across America
hopes to help out as many people
as they can.
"It's a time where people are
reaching out and helping each
other," she said.
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Nor'easter Express expects to receive for that particular day. Another huge plus for bus riders is
the schedule has expanded this
year, with more times offered.
The express line is offered as
another way for students to get
into town if they do not have a
car on campus. It is also a good
alternative for those students that
live off campus and don't feel like
driving to school. Furthermore, it
has been a part of the University
"going green."
"I love it," said Junior Mike
Campinell, "not only am I not
wasting gas driving back and forth
but I am also saving the environment, which I love. The Nor'easter
express is so easy and convenient;
it drives right past my house so I
can catch it in the morning, and

then it drops me off where I want
it to. There is no frustration trying
to find a parking spot, or dealing
with traffic in the morning." The
Nor'easter express is a great way
for students to help do tneir part
to go green and save the environment.
The Nor'easter Express line
is free to all students and is a
great option that the university
has brought in for students. The
more students that ride the bus,
the more funding and more times
the bus will be ran.
For the '07-'08 academic
year 5,654 passengers took the
Nor'easter express. With the September figures in 36% of this total
had already been obtained after
just one month of service so far
this year. For more info on the
Nor'easter Express Line and
schedule, check out www. Shuttlebus-zoom.com

Take 3 No More
BY ALEX DEVOE
Nor'easter Staff
The campus has undergone
some major changes over the past
semester.
The development of several
new buildings is exciting, but students have yet to see any noticeable results.
What has immediately taken
effect on the students is the absence of the Take-3 meal program, formerly located in Harold
Alfond Center for Health Sciences. The Take-3 program allowed
students to get a quick meal, consisting of one entree, one snack,
and one drink, using their weekly
meals rather than their flex dollars.
Despite the rather bland food
and sometimes soggy sandwiches,
this program was very popular
with the student body. According to Daryl Conte, the chair of
the Dinning Services Committee, the Take 3 program served,
on average, between 200 and 300
students each day.
One common question may
arise from this statement: if it was
so popular, then why was it discontinued?
The answer is simple. With
all the current changes to the dining services, there was not enough
room in the budget to keep everything running.
According to William Bola,
the Assistant Vice President of
Facilities Management, between
the new Windward Cafe and extended Decary and Hang hours,
something needed to be cut out
of the budget,·and Take-3 was not
the highest priority.
Bola feels it is important
that students give The Windward Cafe a chance. Take-3 was
designed to help relieve line pressure in the cafeteria as well as
give students an alternative, and
the Windward Cafe should satisfy those needs. For students on
the go, Bola mentioned the bag
lunch program available through
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the cafeteria, which allows students to pre-order a meal, pick it
up, and take it out, similar to the
Take-3 program. This can be accessed through the dining services
section on the University web site,
but requires at least a twenty four
hour notice before a meal can be
prepared.
These alternatives are great,
but still do not fully satisfy student needs. A twenty four hour
notice is not always possible, and
the Windward Cafe requires the
use of flex dollars rather than a
meal.
But Take-3 fans should not
despair, for all hope is not yet lost.
Current student, P.J. Companeschi, is currently working to get
Take-3 back in the dinning program.
Not only did Companeschi
find Take-3 to be a fast and easy
alternative to the Cafe, he also
found it to provide healthier alternatives to the French fries and
burgers offered at Decary. For
these reasons, he is circulating
a petition to try and get Take-3
back.
Anyone interested in helping the cause can contact him at
pcompaneschi@mail.une.edu.
The absence of Take-3 has
inconvenienced many students
this semester. When times are
busy, it is sometimes difficult to
squeeze in a meal at Decary, and
flex dollars are not always readily available. The newly opened
Windward Cafe is an exciting addition to dining services here at
UNE, but does not fully address
the needs of students. Take-3 was
a quick and convenient meal that
allowed students to swipe for one
of their weekly meals, while saving their precious flex dollars.
Take 3 was an alternative
that students truly appreciated,
and although the food was not
always the best quality, it is certainly missed.

3

River Dam Up For Foreclosure Sale
BY DINAMENDROS
Journal Tribune Staff Writer
About three years ago, Albert
Nickerson traveled from Portland to Boston on the Amtrak
Downeaster train. As he passed
through Saco he was enthralled
by the spectacular view of a waterfall flowing into the Saco River. He also noticed the red brick
mill buildings looming in the
background and decided to open
his business in one of those buildings, a part of the Riverdam Mill
complex.
At the time Nickerson
thought the space had huge potential:
Now, however, the future of
the Riverdam Mill complex is uncertain.
A foreclosure sale for the
property has been scheduled for
Dec. 9 at a 11 a.m. by mortgage
holder TD Bank, N .A.
Steven Sobol, the developer
behind Taylor Millyard, LLC,
which owns the 24 Pearl St., two
building complex, situated on a
3.75 acre riverfront parcel, is behind on his mortgage payments.
Although Sobol's problems
may not stem from the broader
national financial crisis - according to sources, Sobol has been
having financial difficulties for
more than a year - the crisis that
some economists are referring to
as a recession likely hasn't helped.
Nickerson, who owns the floral
design company, I Love Flowers,
and operates other artistic pursuits from his Riverdam location,
believes there is still enormous
potential for developing the former mill buildings which date
back to the 1800s.
What's been holding it back,
said Nickerson, was "a past owner
who couldn't realize it's (potential.)"
City Manager John Bubier's
assessment of Sobol was more
generous. "He's a very honorable
man, said Bubier. "He worked
with us on the city side. He did
everything we asked him to do."
"It's a very sad story," said
Bubier. "He just got beat by the
building."
Developing Biddeford's former mill buildings is a very ex-

telephone calls by press time.
pensive proposition.
In the past, Greg Bennett,
In past interviews Spencer
one of the principals who owns said he was confident that the
the neighboring Lincoln Mill, company could raise the necessary
said it would be less expensive financing, through a combination
to tear down and rebuild than to of public and private funding, to
renovate the existing mill building purchase the property before it's
he owns with Chris Betjemann.
June 2009 option was up.
Whether the necessary fiJust bringing the buildings
up to current code requirements nancing can be lined up by the
can be cost prohibitive, said Ben- Dec. 9 auction is unclear.
nett.
Some public financing could
The Riverdam complex in take the form of significant state
particular is the most seriously and federal tax credits, if a Biddeteriorated of all Biddeford's deford/Saco mill district is added
mill buildings, according to city to the National Registry of Hisofficials.
toric Places. Spencer Monks was
"It was on the verge of fore- largely responsible for preparing
closure when I bought it, and it is documents that leading to the
so now," stated current owner Ste- district's nomination to the regisven Sobol in an e-mail correspon- try.
dence. He purchased the property
Public financing which
on Dec. 30, 2004 for $945,000 .
Spencer Monks has already lined
"In between, after a lot of up includes two grants, $350,000
hard work and investment, it from the state and $1 million
briefly flourished," stated Sobol.
from the federal government.
When Sobol took over, art- These grants were awarded to the
ists, musicians and niche busi- city to be used for projects at Riv
nesses, like Nickerson's, were at- erdam.
tracted to the complex because of
The grants would most likely
its large spaces, cheap rents and still be available to any developer
increasingly artistic, bohemian who purchases the property and
environment.
has similar plans, said Bubier. He
There were 15 tenants when was uncertain whether the funds
he purchased the property, stated could be used for similar projects
Sobol. At it's peak, about two at other mill buildings.
years ago, the number increased
Bubier doesn't think the foreto 60. Now only about 25 tenants closure sale signals problems for
·remain.
future renovation of Biddeford's
Around the time Sobol's fi- mill district which, until this denancial difficulties with the prop- velopment, has been steadily proerty reportedly began, he signed gressing in recent years.
a contract with Monks O'Neil
"I don't know that it (the aucDevelopment, LLC on June 30, tion) changes anything other than
2007, giving the firm a two-year the personalities," said Bubier.
option to purchase Riverdam.
Even that may not change
The
company
Spencer since Spencer Monks could be
Monks, affiliated with Monks one of the bidders at the auction,
O'Neil, its principals Sam Spen- and could possible purchase the
cer and Robert Monks, has been complex at lower cost than it's
busily organizing financing and option price.
working to land tenants ever
''As much as I would like to
smce.
negotiate with the same people
Unless the company exercises for continuity's sake," said Bubier,
its option to purchase the prop- "if they did not win we would
erty before the December auction, work with whoever."
at a cost of $1.6 million, the op"We're certainly not going to
tion will be off the table and the allow (the buildings) to sit there,"
complex will be sold to the highest said Bubier.
bidder, said TD Bank's attorney
Staff Writer Dina Mendros
in the matter, David Hirshon.
can be contacted at 282-1535,
Spencer, spokesman for Ext. 324 or dmendros@gwi.net.
Spencer Monks, did not return
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New Books at Discount Prices!
Biddeford's very own independent bookstore
Free WiFi! Cheap coffee, tea & hot chocolate!
Enjoy a warm atmosphere, friendly people and
great music at 25 Alfred Street in Biddeford.

Bring ad for an additional 25% off
your next overstock purchase.
Hours: Tues.-Sat. 70A-8P I Sunday 72-5P I closed Mondays

F.M.I. 282-1212
Home of "In A Bind" Art Gallery and Studio
Anastasia Weigle - Artist
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Oranges Aid Saco River Research Project
BY AMY CARLSON
Nor'easter Staff
Although many of you have
probably heard about the "orange
project" going on here at UNE,

can report back about them.
So far, the research team has
deployed 5 batches, consisting of
260 oranges each. Each orange
has carefully been scribed with
the phrase "If found, please con-

,ff
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ORANGES: Carlson instructing the Biddeford 8th graders how to label the oranges

there are still many people that
have not.
Assistant Professor, Dr.
Charles Tilburg, Department of
Chemistry and Physics, is conducting an ongoing study to determine where the fresh water,
pollutants, and discharge within
the Saco River wind up along the
coasts of Maine, New Hampshire,
and Massachusetts. To do so, oranges have been used to track the
flow of water and the currents.
Oranges have been released
at the mouth of the river, in hopes
that they will turn up where locals

ELECTION

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1

will be able to implement the
change they based their campaigns
on."Courtney Mellen stated: "I'm
very pleased that Obama was
elected president. I really think he
will promote positive change for
the country."
Andrew George said: "I
rarely agree with Obama's views.
I myself am in the army and my
friends, who are over in Iraq, and
I feel as though everytliing that
we have worked for and strove
to achieve is now a moot point.
They are extremely upset about
this, and feel as though it is all in
. ,,
vam.
Furthermore, George said:
"Obama's health care plan is not
as strong as McCain's was. Universal health care will not help the
economy at all."
However, George did state:
"If he can help the economy then
more power to him, because it obviously needs to be fixed."
Regardless of the outcome,
there is no doubt that this year's
political process, in regards to
youth voting, was stellar. MSNBC.com reported that early reports indicated an estimated 24
million Americans ages 18 to 29
voted, or 50% of that age bracket.

tact www.une.edu/orange" along
with the deployment number.
With the help of UNE seniors Jessica Eickhorst, a marine
biology major and Amy Carlson,
a marine biology, environmental science, and GIS student, Dr.
Tilburg is interested in determining the currents of Saco Bay and
the surrounding area, since little is
known about our local waters. It
is impo1tant to the research team
to find where the fresh water and
pollutants go in order to pinpoint
which specific communities are
affected by the Saco River. In adThe 24 million is an increase from
the 2004 general election by at
least 2.2 million, or 190A>. ,
Karcher describes the turnout as "historic." He continued:
"[It] makes me optimistic for
future political processes." He
noted: "(I am] disappointed that
the GOP couldn't rally the youth
support that the Democrats did.
[It] shows that the GOP needs a
new direction if they want to be
competitive."
Mellen agreed. She stated:
"I was ,~eally surprised about how
interested the students here were
in the election. [Older voters]
always say that teenagers don't
vote." She handed much credit
, to the University. "I was so glad
there was information about the
election all over campus. It was
really informative. My favorite
was the displays outside of the
cafeteria [with information on]
what each candidate believed [regarding] certain issues, like abortion or standardized testing."
Many of the students featured all described hope for the
future.
Uzar continued the day after
the election: "I'm excited to be
alive and able to understand that
this is an amazing accomplishment."

dition, they want to measure the
extent of the freshwater plume
of the river in order to determine
exactly where the river meets the
sea, as certain concentrations of
freshwater can affect the lifestyles
of marine organisms.
With the data Eickhorst and
Carlson have received from the
public, a new technology called
GIS (geographic information
systems) has proven useful for
this study. By using this computer application, the two students have been able to plot the
location of where the orange has
been found; as accurate as the exact latitude and longitude. Then,
analyses can be run to determine
the distance the orange traveled
from the deployment site, and the
velocity in which it arrived. They
are also using wind direction and
river discharge data from the days
of deployment to see if they correlate with the locations the oranges were found. They eventually plan on drawing conclusions
from bathymetric and sea surface
temperature data as well.
Dr. Tilburg is also working
with Dr. Phil Yund, Tim Arienti, and Eickhorst to determine
the spatial extent of the freshwater plume. In order to do this,
they take out UNE's research
boat, the RV Llyr, twice a week
to measure the surface salinities
and temperatures as well as drop
a CTD, a device that records water conditions, to collect salinities
down to the ocean floor. Using
a GPS, there are specific points
on the water where the CTD is
dropped, north, south and east of

the mouth of the Saco River.
Although the weather is getting colder, the fate of the project
depends on the involvement of the
local and surrounding communities to go out and find the oranges
and report back their locations.
So far, oranges have been spotted
as far north as Phippsburg, Maine
and as far south as Gloucester,
Massachusetts, with many more
found in between, mostly around
Hills Beach, Old Orchard Beach,
Scarborough, Cape Elizabeth and
Wells.
Why oranges you might ask?

any findings, even if the oranges
appear to be unmarked, or the
writing has faded away. Many
times, if provided with enough
detail of the orange's condition,
the research team will still be able
to draw conclusions for the project.
In addition, Biddeford Middle School students, Dr. Tilburg's
physics class, and UNE freshman
Amelia Foster have donated many
hours of dedication to this project.
Dr. Tilburg, and students Amy
and Jessica would like to thank
you in advance for your participa-

AMY CARLSON, NOR'EASTER NEWS

ORANGES: Dr. Tilburg explaining the experiment to the news crew

They float, are easy to see on the
beach, are relatively cheap and are
biodegradable. The researchers
conducting this experiment ask
that you still keep an eye out for
these oranges, and report back

tion; who knows what you might
find! Now "orange" you glad you
know to keep your eyes "peeled"
for these important pieces of scientific research washed ashore on
the beach?

Undergraduate Student Government
BY LACREASHAJOHNSON
Nor'easter Staff
The Undergraduate Student
Government is an organization
that is "For the Students, By the
Students." It is run entirely by
undergraduate students from an
assortment of years and majors.
When students have an issue
or a concern about their experience with the university, they can
bring it to USG. We act as the filter to the administration to make
a positive change in the UNE
community. USG is composed of
24 representative seats that represent academic departments, academic majors, and classes, as well
as Commuter and Hall councils.
USG also has an Executive
Council composed of five senator
seats as well as an Executive Board
with four members who make up
the President, V:ice President,
Secretary, and Financial Manager.
The government is the piggy bank
for clubs and organizations on
campus such as APB, Nor'easter
News, Yearbook, Outing Club,
Fishing Club, Nor'easter Newspaper, Hang Committee, Club
Sports, etc. USG meeting times
for this semester are every Monday at noon in the Cafe Function

rooms. Students peep their head
in to see what's going on, but
rarely attend.
This is why next semester
meeting times will be moved to
Tuesday nights at 9:00 p.m. in
order to be accommodating to
students who may not be able to
attend weekday times. In order
to be to enrich the campus we
need the students in put. We realize that many students have no
idea what USG is and if they do
they're dissatisfied with the service. We understand you're frustration and hope that the night
meetings will allow you to voice
your opinions. All students are
welcome to come to the meetings. If you can't make our 'Y'eekly
meetings, but still would like to
get involved, consider joining one
of our various committees.
Our committee's deal with
real issues that occur on campus.
For instance, when students complained about Decary closing at
six we were able to extend Decary
hours to eight. Committee meetings are where these issues are
discussed in detail and solutions
are developed.
Our Budget and Finance
committee focuses on the delegation of funds to clubs and orga-

nizations on campus. Academic
Affairs deal with issues that students may have with the core
curriculum, registrar, professors,
and course materials. The student services committee works
on concerns with areas of UNE
life such as facilities and food
services. If you have any concerns
with housing or clubs and organiz:Jtions, you might be interested
in attending our Student Affairs
committee meetings.
If you feel that there should
b6 more space in the gym or maybe a new club sport, you should
consider speaking with our Student Recreation senator and attend his committee meetings
to voice your concerns. We also
have committee's that work with
the Blood Drive, and Commuter
Council. We have committees for
every complaint and problem and
any student is able to sit on these
committees.
So if you are interested in
having a voice please pick up a
nomination form outside our office located in the lower level of
Decary. Nomination forms are
due Friday November 21st by
5:00 p.m. Feel free to stop by the
office anytime if you have any
questions or concerns.
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Weird UNE: Desert of Maine
BY TYLER GOWEN
Nor'easter Staff
It was a cool August morning, just after an overnight rain,
that we traveled to Freeport for
an afternoon amid the sand. Together we'd heard of the bizarre
oddity by word of mouth and
decided that a roadside attraction
such as this would be perfect for
our monthly column.
After arriving in Freeport, we
made our way down a few side
roads until we found our way to
the desert; 30 acres of sand surrounded by a Maine pine forest.
Our tour consisted of a buggy ride over the natural phenomena's large dunes, as our guide,
Bob, told us everything there was
to know about the tons upon tons
of sand.
The sand was deposited beneath the topsoil after the glacier,
which carved this state, moved
through 10,000-12,000 years
ago. The sand should never have
been discovered, but some believe
that it was a curse which caused
the desert to form. Regardless of ·
whether or not its creation was
paranormal, the effect caused the

TYLER GOWEN, NOR'EASTER NEWS

Weird UNE: Tyler Gowen (left) and Mandy Wertman (right) at the Desert of Maine in Freeport.

desert which the both of us were
tromping through.
As we stood on top of 45
feet of sand, looking down at the
trees where an old spring house
now lay covered by time, our tour
guide filled in some of the blanks
on how this weird place came to

be.
The story starts in 1797
where William Tuttle, at the protest of his wife, bought the 300
acre farm in what is now Freeport, Maine. The soil produced
perfect potatoes, apples, hay, and
other veggies for years. However,

Congressional Debate on Campus
BY ADAM DEXTER
Nor'easter Staff
On Tuesday, October 28th,
the University of New England,
by way of the Political Science
Department and the People of
Politics club (POP), welcomed
Congressional candidates Charlie
Summers (R) and Chellie Pingree
(D) to its campus.

the questions. The debate was
partially televised on WGME,
channel 13, bringing publicity to
Maine politics and the university.
Pingree called the 2008 general election the "most important
election''; Summers agreed, saying: "This is a terrific year to be
involved in politics." Both began by talking about their background. Pingree spoke about her

mentioned his ties to the University: the bench at the point is
named after his late wife.
The questions, derived directly from UNE students and
faculty, were, according to the
candidates, some of the best questions they had asked this election
season.
"It was great to see so many
students involved," said Simoes.

t;OLLcGE
OF

these years of incredible yielding
came at a price. Tuttle neglected
to rotate his crops, since they
flourished so well, and stripped
the topsoil from the land. We
know now that without the topsoil, the glacier-deposited sand
was free to well up and spread

across the land. But it's only acceptable to acknowledge that
Tuttle believed he was cursed. As
the soil continued to erode and
the winds spread sand across the
dying farm, Tuttle was forced to
give up.
It wasn't until 1917 that
Henry Goldrup discovered the
desert and made it a goldmine.
Preserving the Tuttle's farm and
artifacts, Goldrup transformed
the wasteland into a tourist attraction. People were drawn to
the strange location where they
were allowed to drive their cars
up and down the many dunes.
There is also a claim that the first
bumper sticker was invented at
the Desert of Maine, sv owners
could boast about where their
cars had been. When tourism
seemed to be at its peak, Goldrup
constructed the Spring House to
retain frequent visitors who could
now enjoy cool water from the
natural spring, while hiding in
the shade from the desert's heat.
However, the desert had different
plans; completely swallowing the
spring house by 1962.
With the spring house
Please see DESERT, page 6

Sexapalooza
BY KATIE DUNBAR
Can girls have sex during
their period? Does using a condom affect the way sex feels for
guys? Can girls learn how to
"deep throat?" What is "scissoring" and how does it work?
If you have questions similar
to these or more that you have
never been comfortable enough
to ask, then make your way to
Sexapalooza and the Sex Show in
the MPRs at the Campus Center
on Thursday, November 20.

Daryl Conte, as the MC,or host
of the show, who knows what
could happen at this year's Sex
Show!
For several years, UNE's Hall
Council has · put on Sexapalooza
and the Sex Show, providing fun
and information for all who attend.
The program's goals are to
provide information to students
about sexual activities, how to understand one's body, the keys to
productive relationships, and how
to create an environment where
there can be "open dialogue about

With informational booths
and posters, hands-on activities,
professional experts, and our very
own Associate Dean of Students,

sex," said Conte.
Before the show, students
participate in Sexapalooza, where
Please see SEX, page 7

Nor'easter Staff

TYLER GOWEN, NOR'EASTER NEWS

Debate: Gregg Lagerquist moderates UNE's congressional debate

Summers and Pingree stood
before a packed room of over 200
guests; including students, faculty,
media and concerned voters.
Junior Political Science majors, and POP members, Dora
Clements and Marissa Simoes
took their places on the stage opposite the candidates and WGME
anchor Greg Lagerquist, asking

background m environmental
sciences, organic farming, and
small business owning; she was
also president of Common Cause,
dedicated to fairness in politics.
Summers spent eight years as
a state legislator. He ran a small
business as well in Biddeford. He
served in Iraq for many months
as part of the Navy Reserves. He

"It goes to show you that this
election season is different than
ever before. The student questions were creative, intellectual,
and well-informed. I was pretty
proud." She continued discussing
POP's involvement in the event:
"To be able to see a live congressional debate is quite an
Please see DEBATE, page 7
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Thanksgiving in the Cafe
BY RAMIN EDMOND
Nor'easter Staff

their meals and desserts served
to them at their tables by some
of the school's most popular facOn Thursday, November 15, ulty members. Some of this year's
UNE's Student Affairs Depart- servers who have volunteered inment teamed up with Sodexo clude Professor Jim Breyley of the
Campus Services to hold the an- Business Department, Dean of
nual thanksgiving dinner in the Students Daryle Conte, Dr. Rick
cafeteria.
LaRue of the Exercise & Sports
This is a fun event for all, and Performance Department and
is one of the most popular on- many others.
campus events at UNE. At this
This tradition, which has
dinner, students are served the been held every year on the
typical foods of thanksgiving, in- Thursday before thanksgiving
cluding turkey, mashed potatoes, since UNE was St. Francis Colstuffing, bread rolls, salads and lege, has never had any problems
much more. After students are concerning space or food, despite
done with their meals, they will the recent increase in the number
then be brought their choice of of students. All attendees of the
assorted pies for dessert, which dinner can pick up their tickets
have all been very popular in years for the dinner at the cafeteria regpast.
ister. These tickets will be counted
One of the best parts of this as a meal in the students' meal
particular dinner, in comparison plans, or will cost four dollars to
to the other cafeteria meals, is students who do not have a meal
that students do not have to worry plan, such as commuter students.
about waiting for their food in any Tickets may also be bought using
long lines. All students will have flex dollars.

.
lS.
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The dinner was held from
4:30 PM until 8:00 PM. The
dinner was be split up into three
sections. Tickets to the first section allowed students to arrive
between 4:30 PM and 5:30 PM.
The second portion of the dinner was held from 5:30 PM until
6:30 PM, while the third and final
shift was from 6:30 PM to 7:30
PM. Students were urged to take
their time while at the dinner, and
know they will not have to leave
when their section's dinner ends.
Last year, over 950 students
enjoyed the thanksgiving dinner and even more were expected
to attend this year. The cafe was
ready to serve with over 30 turkeys and 225 pounds of mashed
potatoes on hand. There was plenty of food, and plenty of tables, so
the school's Department of dining services urges all students to
come on down and enjoy their
meals before thanksgiving break
next week.

buried far beneath us, we climbed
back aboard our caravan and
were hurried across the top of the
desert, doing a loop around the
30 acres of sand and dunes. The
current owners purchased the attraction in 1982 and have offered
guided tours since then.

"

As the guided tour wrapped
up, our knowledgeable guide,
Bob, let us loose upon the desert.
We were told to wander as far as
we wanted, and that there was a
buried gem hunt for children.
Considering that being a child at
heart still counted, the gem area
was torn up and devastated by an
insane need to find treasure.
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Weird UNE: A sign marking where where a Spring house stood many years ago and is

Fishing Club Membership Skyrockets
BY TYLER GOWEN
Nor'easter Staff
Created last fall by ambitious
undergrads, the Fishing Club has
become one of the fastest growing groups on campus. Starting
with fifteen members last fall, the
club has soared to over 110 participants in less than a year. Drew
Rosati, the club's President, and
Josh Paradis, the Vice President
wanted to become more involved

lures and other needs, as well as
gear for ice fishing.
Club members state that the
activities they previously invested in, as well as those they have
planned for this year are what create such a dynamic and popular
club. Last year the club took several
ice fishing trips to Highland Lake
as well ?.s the very popular charter
trip in the spring which brought
25 members out into the Atlantic
for a day of deep sea fishing. This

Saco River. These fish are usually
around 25 inches long and 10 lbs.
However, they can grow to be up
to 60 lbs. Blue fish and mackerel are also in the Saco, as well
as sturgeon, which are huge prehistoric fish that leap out of the
water, but are illegal to catch. The
club also offers a page on myune
where members can track fish as
well as plan trips which they can
invite friends to. Yet, with cold
weather upon us the bait fish have

now completely covered with sand.

Our own guide told us that
they even had a camel in the desert at one point, but were forced
to replace it with the current plastic version when the disgruntled
animal began spitting at visitors.
Maine's oddity w.as also featured
on the documentary 'Deserts of
America', 'Ripley's Believe it or
Not', and even 'Jeopardy', where
a contestant was asked what the
"Easternmost desert in America

The Desert ofMaine is one of
three 'silt' deserts in the world, but
it is definitely one of the strangest
things Maine has to offer. If you
want to check this oddity out for
yourself, tours are offered from
May to October each year. For
more on our adventure, as well
as pictures and videos visit www.
weirdur.e.blogspot.com . And, as
always, stay weird.
'
·

-T&M

UNE SECURITY BLOTTER
October 16- November 9, 2008

10-16-08
Reported sale ofprescription drugs.

from the area ofAssissi Hall. The individuals took off when they noticed
the security officer.

10-17-08
R eport of car harassing students in
crosswalk.

10-29-08
Studentfell offhis bike.

10-18-08

10-31-08

Disorderly conduct at Hockey game.

Search ofSouth Hallfor contraband
materials.

Theft ofa fire extinguisher.

11-2-08
10-22-08
Fire alarm activated by students
smoking in their suite in West Hall.

10-23-08
JIM CORMIER, NOR'EASTER NEWS

FISH: Native lake trout {togue) who met their fatal end at the hands of a fisherman.

in the UNE community, stating
that the fishing club 'seemed like
a good fit for a campus on the water'; and they were right.
The fishing club "brings people together who have a common
interest," says Paradis. He attributes the drawing power of the
club to the various activities and
programs they provide for students. "The club provides equipment for people who like to fish,
but can't bring gear with them," he
continues, "we have ten rods and
reels which come fully equipped
that just need to be signed out."
The club also owns a variety of
'fullv-loaded'tackle ba2"s that have

year has already been marked by a
fishing tournament that was held
on Friend's and Family weekend,
but ice fishing trips, as well as a
larger charter, have been planned
as well. Sam Karcher, President of
the Fly Fishing Club (a subdivision of the Fishing Club), also has
an expo planned for the spring.
Surrounding shops will be sending representatives to campus to
show those who are interested
how to tie flies, cast, and fly fish.
Students taking advantage of the
club's services can usually expect
to catch mostly stripers when
fishing on campus, since that
breed is the target soecie for the

migrated south from the Saco
River, taking the game fish that
students seek with them. Unfortunately, these fish generally won't
return until the water warms
enough in June.
Due to the lack of fish in the
Saco River, Paradis urges students
who are interested to attend the
upcoming ice fishing trips this
winter. Trips generally last about
five hours, but the cold can be
kept at bay by sitting around
a campfire on the ice, dressing
warm, and running to the flags
that pop up after snagging fish
out of the chilly water.

West Hall, offensive material written on white board.

Graffitifound on walls ofAvila.

11-4-08
Security dispatched to MSC for
housekeeper unconscious tn the
women's bathroom.

11-8-08
10-25-08
Inappropriate Language at an Athletic Event.
Siena Hall Bias Statement.

Student intoxicated at hockey game.

11-9-08
A visitor was assaulted by three students in an area between Freddy
and backside ofthe Campus Center.

Intoxicated student at the R ave.

10-28-08
Student in South Hallfound in possession ofcontraband material.
Broken windows in Ketchum Library.
A couple of male individuals were
seen attemptinf{ to remove a bike

Vehicle was seen driving suspiciously on Hills Beach into the campus
while a door was open and student
was vomiting.

- University ofNew England
Department of Safety and Security

DEBATE
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opportunity. We're glad we could
bring this to UNE. POP worked
really hard to get this thing together and we're incredibly happy
with the results.
The questions ranged from
education and healthcare to more
creative questions about whom
the candidates would have picked
as the Vice President of their respective parties.
Yet some of the most interesting questions were the ones
that affect the UNE community
and the students' generation the
most.
For example, in regards to
education, Summers said, "it must
be a top priority [in our country.]"
He offered technical colleges as
an affordable alternative to an
oft-expensive four-year university. He proposed raising grants
and student loans, but said that
students must meet the government halfway.
Students, Summers said,
should provide some kind of service in exchange for their education, which Pingree agreed with.
Education is very high in her priorities, she stated, citing Maine as
having the lowest rates of people
who go to college. She proposed
helping rid students of debt, increasing the pell grants, as well as
Summers' idea of a service corps.
There are few who have not
in some way or another been
touched by the current wars in
Iraq and Afghanistan. One could
clearly see the passion Summers
had for the military, which was
the basis of another question.

SEX

Summers adamantly stated that
he was not supportive of cutting military funding, as "somebody who has served in Iraq." He
stated the military budget had
many problems, but that one had
to "look at it from [the soldiers']
perspective."
Pingree stated that Maine
was dependent on defense regarding jobs, however, she said,

questions, provided by a Political
Science major, asked: "What, if
anything, would you change about
the United States Constitution?"
Summers said that he would
change nothing, for it is a "remarkable document."
Pingree said that she would
eliminate the Electoral College.
She said it makes no sense th at
electors come after the voters and

sex marriage and civil unions
-- whether the candidates would
support them -- Pingree drew
laughs and applause from the
crowd when her answer was a
simple: "Yes." Summers stated
that marriage is between a m an
and a woman, and that it should
remain so. However, he said, he
would support civil unions.
"[Equal rights],"Pingree said

ADAM DEXTER, NOR'EASTER NEWS

DEBATE: Chellie Pingree (left) and Charlie Summers (right) answer questions posed by UNE staff and students.

"there must be concerns with the
budget." One of the solutions for
this, she said, could lie in "cutting
excessive spending" and "ending
the war in Iraq."
One of the most creative

gas cards, to Wal-Mart gift cards,
to Windward Cafe cards for those
of us who have already burned off
there will be several information- this semester's Flex Board (and
al tables with a variety of activi- are still itching for Starbucks and
ties and more. As there have been smoothies).
in past years, there will be booths
The Sex Show itself will
represented by Gina Rourke of have Rourke and Qyint available
Nomia Boutique in Portland for any and all questions asked
and another by Glenn Qyint of by the audience, as well as quesPlanned Parenthood, who will tions pulled from the "Sex Box"
also be guests during the show.
that has been featured outside the
Other booths will include . Decary Caffeteria for anonymous
lube tasting, what "sexy" means questions.
in different cultures, how to put a
Rourke specializes in the
condom on in the dark, and ideas "pleasure questions," whereas
for alternatives to sexual inter- Qyint is more oriented toward
course.
"mechanical" questions, says Jes"We don't want to make the sica Lucas, the Public Relations
assumption that al people are Representative on Hall Council.
sexually active.. . [this is] infor- "Ask questions in a place with
mation about other ways to be your peers ... Gina's not afraid to
intimate," said Jennifer DeBurro, answer anything" said Lucas.
Director of Residential EducaAs for Conte, students can
tion and Housing.
expect the show will have some of
Sexapalooza,
culminating that classic Conte fl.are.
in the Sex Show, will also have
"My role is to work with the
several products, books, and toys guests that we have and help get
raflled off throughout the show students engaged and ask quesand available for purchase from tions they might not normally be
the booths.
comfortable asking. .. and bring
Products will range from a little humor into it," explained
books, to fun and safe toys for Conte, "the interesting thing will
both you and your partner, to toys be seeing how far I'm willing to
for "taking care of business per- go," and I am sure many students
sonally" as Conte aptly put it.
look forward to finding out!
Also, a variety of other products will also be raflled off, from
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 5
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make a decision. Summers argued
that the Electoral C ollege h elps
rural states have a voice, while
Pingree argued that the college
has "very little" effect on that.
When asked about same-

in her rebuttal,"is what is fair and
equitable."
Another interesting question
asked: "How do we increase our
soft power after our violation of
the Geneva convention regarding

7

torture, such as Abu Ghraib?"
Summers was initially confused about the meaning of the
term "soft power" (which refers to
a country's influential and cultural
power rather than military and
economic "hard power") but went
on to say: "The United States
must maintain diplomacy." He
admitted that if the US was too
hasty with its troops, then all diplomacies would be destroyed; he
also expressed sorrow over Abu
Ghraib and Guantanamo Bay.
Pingree told a story about her
experience at the United Nations
in which a man from South Africa derided the US, saying, "Countries used to look at your country
as a role model. Now we look at
it: your elections are bought and
the government has no respect for
its law." She concluded with his
statement to her: "Do you know
what people think of your country?"
In their closing statements,
Pingree and Summers thanked
UNE for hosting the debate.
Summers encouraged the students
to vote educatedly. He recalleci
his experience in Iraq, telling students to appreciate their right to
vote. Pingree spoke about the importance of this election. She encouraged students to step up and
provide leadership, telling them
to imagine, for instance, having
healthcare and being energy independent. She said, in closing,
"It's about to be your country."
O n November 4th, 2008
Democratic nominee, Chellie
Pingree, was elected US Representative from Maine's 1st District.

UNE's Drags Come Out to Party
BY MANDYWERTMAN &
DOUG HALTINNER
Nor'easter Staff
For its entire existence, the
Campus Center M ultipurpose
Rooms have seen a slew of entertaining acts, academic discussions,
and student run performances.
Yet, one of their most interesting programs put on is the Drag
Ball. For the past four years, the
Alliance has held an annual D rag
Ball.
The Drag Ball is a dance in
which attendees dress in clothing
of the opposite gender. The dance
is a means of helping promote
sexual diversity in an educational
and fun way. Started in 2006, the
Drag Ball has been going strong
ever since.
_ Each year the attendance has
grown exponentially, which is not
only a sign that UNE students
like to dance, but it is also an indicator of the accepting climate
on campus. In the traditional
Club UNE style, attendees dance
the night away with chances to
win door prizes and the bragging
rights of being crowned UNE's
Drag King or Qyeen.
The Alliance is a student run
group on campus th at promotes

TYLER GOWEN, NOR'EASTER NEWS

DRAG: One ofUNE's most beautifol Drag Q ,eens hits the floor at this year's Drag
Ball.

sexual diversity in its many forms.
The Alliance has two main roles;
as a programming body and as a
friendly and supportive group for
GLBTA students on campus.
In the past few years the Alliance has put on entertaining and
informative programs. They have
brought the comedian Dixie L ongate, a Cher impersonator, and

gay rights activists from groups
such as Equality M aine.
The Alliance has an open membership; it is always looking for
members, especially allies. You do
not need to be gay or lesbian to
be involved in the club. The Alliance meets Tuesdays at 7pm in
Decary 205.

=I
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Women's Soccer Gives Its Season a Kick
BY JOHN-MICHAEL
CASCIO
Nor'easter Staff
Some will say the past two
and a half months have flown by,
while others will argue they have
been dragging on. Being an athlete, I have felt firsthand how it
has hurried by.
Women's soccer is no stranger to this; concluding an outstanding season, the girls finished
off third place in The Commonwealth Coast Conference with a
10-3 record, 13-5 overall.
"The season went extremely
quick," said junior captain Nicole Ward. "I felt I had a long
season ahead but before I knew
it coach was talking to us about
the playoffs and where we would
be seeded if we won our last three
games."
As the end of August rolled
up, many of the ladies were getting accustomed to tryouts and
seeing a lot of new faces out on
the field. With 11 returning players, and Coach Biggs only taking
a roster of 21 ladies, half the team
needed to be filled. However, the
captain spots were already filled;
senior Karlee Hackett and juniors
Nicole Ward and Sam Reid were
leading this year's team.
"Last year we had a strong
defense but we lacked in finishing," said Biggs. "We did well
recruiting: and found girls that
could fill our weak spots."
As the season kicked off, the
lady Nor'easters started 3-0 with
wins against Maine Maritime, the
University of Southern Maine,
and Eastern Nazarene. Coming
into the fourth game of the sea-

EMELINE EMERY, NOR'EASTER NEWS

GIRLS SOCCER: Junior Ali Trafton plays offense for the girls soccer team in their
win against Nichols College this fall.

son however, they faced a tough
Colby squad losing 1-0. This did
not keep them down because
they came right back with a 1-0
win against Nichols College. The
ladies went 4-1 in the first five
games of the season.
"We haven't started off like
this since probably the year 2000,"
said Biggs, "Winning's nice."
That it is, and with another
win against Nichols it gave them
what they needed, going on to an
impressive eight game win streak;
knocking off some always tough

clubs such as Colby-Sawyer (2-1)
and Wentworth (7-0).
"It has been great progress,"
said Biggs. "We got better at scoring goals and finished a lot of our
opportunities."
Approaching the last four
games of the season, the ladies
were feeling good despite three
out of those four games not being
played in Biddeford. This seemed
to take a toll on the ladies, losing
those three away games to Roger
Williams University (1-0), Endicott College (3-1), and Western

New England College (1-0).
"We were not ready for the
physical play in the Roger Williams game," said Biggs. "However, that is all part of the learning
curve and these ladies always took
one game at a time."
Cruising in to the last game
of the season with an 11-4 record,
the ladies had playoffs in their
sights and just needed a win to
give them a better ranking in the
conference.
New England College traveled to Biddeford on a cold afternoon, and the lady Nor'easters
showed them what a real storm
felt like by beating them 3-1,
and improving to a 12-4 record
overall. This final win put them
in third place in The Commonwealth Coast Conference and
gave them the home field advantage against Colby-Sawyer in the
TCCC quarterfinals.
The ladies obviously had the
rightattitude,givingthe Nor'easter
Nasties what they wanted to see
by beating Colby-Sawyer 1-0
with a goal from freshmen superstar Maggie Mahoney. This goal
put her season total at 15.
"This was really exciting," said
Ward. "In the previous two seasons we had been the underdogs
over looked by the other teams in
the conference, but after winning
that game I felt that we were able
to change the perception of UNE
Women's Soccer within the conference."
With the quarterfinats out
of the way, UNE traveled back
down to Roger Williams to see
who would appear in the TCCC
final. It was a tough game for the
lady Nor'easters being down 1-0

after just six minutes into the
game, and down 2-0 after halftime. However, the ladies did not
give up, scoring ten minutes after Roger Williams' second goal.
First year player Ali Trafton put
in the equalizer just nine minutes
before the final whistle. As those
nine minutes ticked away everyone knew this game was headed
for overtime.
"We dominated the second
half and we could all tell RWU
was shaken," said Biggs. "We just
had to do the little things right,
especially against the best goalie
in the conference."The first overtime period was played tough
by both teams, and with a quick
three-minute rest; the whistle
blew for the start of the second.
Unfortunately, Roger Williams
had some plans of their own not
even needing a minute.
"We were caught off guard,"
said Ward. "Immediately after the
kick off they were in our defensive third, and after a quick throw
in which made it into the box the
marking was poor and they took
advantage."
Amanda daCunha scored the
game winner for the Hawks after
just 39 seconds into the second
overtime. "There was a questionable ha=i.d ball in the box," said
Biggs. "However the referee saw
it differently and we had to move
on."
However, the season was not
over just yet, the lady Nor'easters
received a bid into the Eastern
College Athletic Conference
tournament as the number four
seed.

Nor'easter Nasties, Nothing Like School Spirit!
BY BRIAN MULDOON
Nor'easter Staff
Three years ago, if you went
to a UNE sporting event, you may
have been among ten people total
in the crowd. Now if you go, you
will be amongst a giant sea of blue
and white tee-shirt wearing, voice
straining, dedicated and crazy
students that love showing support for the Nor'Easters. These
students travel in packs to away
games and take cheering for the
blue and white to a whole new
level. The group, which goes by
the name "The Nor'Easter Nasties," has become known by opposing forces as some of the fiercest fans in the area.
Last winter was when the
Nasties really started to get organized. With new men's basketball
coach Jason Mulligan and rumors
spreading of new recruits from
Texas along with the beginning
of a new hockey team at UNE,
students were getting excited
for soorts on camous. Before

that, crowds had been small and
quiet at pretty much all sporting events here on campus. "My
freshman year here at UNE, I was
really surprised at the size of the
crowds we had at our games. My
high school definitely had better
crowds, but now nobody compares to the Nasties. It's a great
feeling to know that people truly
care about what you're doing out
there," says John-Michael Cascio,
a junior on the men's soccer team.
The Nasties have now developed
a sense of school spirit and pride
that the University was lacking in
past years.
The Nor'Easter Nasties bring
a new energy, not only in the
stands, but for the teams playing
as well.
"It's an amazing experience
to play in front of such a raucous
crowd. Whenever they're in the
crowd, it definitely motivates us
to play, and I would not want
to be on the other side of that.
UNE definitely has one of the
best crowds in the leal!lle." savs

Chelsea Boyle, a sophomore volleyball player. One of the group's
greatest impacts came last year in
Boston, MA when the men's basketball team squared off against
Emerson College in the ECAC
tournament. The Nasties sent
about fifty students, who filled
a small gym, to encourage and
show supports for the men's team.
Coach Mulligan stated in an interview with the Portland Press
Herald that the Nasties made the
atmosphere in the gym feel like a
home game and the team pulled
to victory.
However, there is a common
misconception that stands with
the Nor'Easter Nasties. There is
a feeling that the group is only
there to demoralize the opposition, use constant vulgarity, and
show disrespect to game officials.
Although there may be some of
that happening, the main focus is
to applaud and root for our home
team. Mike Campinell, a fellow
Nor'Easter Nasty likes to put it,
"We're there to develoo school

spirit. It seemed like UNE had
no pride our freshman year, we
wanted to fix that, and I think so
far we are on the right track."
As the University's population is growing, the Nor'Easter
Nasties should only get bigger

and stronger, providing the utmost support for our athletic programs. The Nor'Easter Nasties
encourage all students to come
out and support UNE athletics
with them and create an atmosphe~e that compares to none.
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UNE Hockey Fans Look to Put Memories on the Ice
BY MATT PENET

man Tony Dube, the keeper who
shutout Bates college for over 54
minutes.
The team also sports a new
look when it comes to player geography. While most of the team
is from the northeast- 16 players
are from New England, New York
or New Jersey- the team now includes players from Colorado,
Arizona and California, as well as
an expanded international group
of players. Three Canadians and
three Ukrainians join the American players this year as the team
prepares for the future.
The team's revamped offense
is evident in the scoring distribution. Eleven players have scored
at least one of the team's twentythree goals; thirteen have at least
one assist. The team has already
amassed 159 shots, averaging just
under forty a game, while opponents have taken 138.
The difference may seem
minimal, but it shows how Coach
Brad Holt has helped the team
become more effective at both
ends of the ice. Unfortunately,
Coach Holt could not be reached
for an interview.
Please see HOCKEY, page 10

The clock finally read 00:00,
period 3. The score: Home 6, Visitor 2. It had taken the University
of New England Nor'easters' prevarsity ice hockey team one home
game anc two official games into
the young season to accomplish
what had taken a good portion of
last season to do: win. Just a few
days later, the team came within
six minutes of a shutout, ending
up with a final of 6-1.
For a team that is loaded full
of first-year players, it was a great
start. For the fans who stuck with
the team through the troubles of
restarting the program last year,
it was a welcome relief. The team
scored fourteen goals in its first
three games, allowing a mere seven against in that same span. The
team also made it to the championship game of their first tournament of the season, falling 10-7 to
CHRIS ANDREWS, NOR'EASTER NEWS
HOCKEY: AUNE player squares off against an opponent.
Northeastern.
However, despite that setback, support for the team is still teams last year on the ice before competitive Division III hockey
high. Just like the expectations of becoming a full-fl.edged varsity leagues-the Eastern College Athteam. Already accepted into what letic Conference East- the team
this year's team.
This is the Nor'easter's hockey is considered one of the most needs to prepare for what will be

annually brutal schedules. They
will shift gears in opponents, from
schools such as Endicott and
Bates to Babson College and the
University of Southern Maine.
The team, who had their
schedule made before the announcement, already has begun
scheduling high caliber, high profile opponents. Home and home
series with the club teams of Division I powerhouses Boston College and Boston Universities and
a first round matchup with Penn
State at the SUNY Canton tournament are sure to provide major
challenges to the young team.
The young season has already
shown how the team has changed.
In their two wins, the team put
the puck in the net within the
first two minutes of the opening
face-off, a sign of a quick strike
offense that seemed to be lacking
last year.
The defense is more aggressive, challenging opposing players in the open ice, which in turn
creates more opportunities for the
offense to work off of. Veteran
goaltender Mike Roper heads a
platoon of goalies who performed
well this year, including fresh-

Field Hockey Looks Toward the Future

UNE Sports Go Live

Nor'easter Staff

BY SCOTTTRESSELT
Nor'easter Staff

It was Saturday the 1st of
November when the UNE Field
Hockey team lost to Gordon
College. A goal scored by Molie
Sweeny was the dagger that killed
the ambition of the women's UNE
Field Hockey team to advance to
the semi-finals of the Conference
tournament. It was also unfortunate the team could not petition
to play in the ECAC tournament
due to a record under .500.
Although this loss was disappointing, the season was not a
bust. Improving from last year's
overall record of 5-11 to 7-9, the
team has made steps in the direction of progress. With consistent defensive plays from Anne
Cowles,Jen Tripp and Ginny Lee,
the team only allowed a total of
40 goals scored while scoring a
total of52.Joan Howard the head
coach remarked, "Two midfielders that worked tirelessly and kept
the ball moving to the offense
were Cassie Bushey and Chelsea
Davis." The offense was lead by
Taryn Flagg who broke her own
goals per season record, as well as
an assists per season record that
belonged to Lisa Baillargeon, a
player from last season. Michaela
Franey and Nicole Mace were
also strong components of the offensive front put on by the team
this season.
Looking forward to next
year, the team will be missing five
seniors who all had starting positions. Coach Howard emphasized, "Filling those spots with
returning players will be our first
priority." She is also hoping to

add some dimension to the team
with incoming high school talent.
In the spring, Howard intends
to have a non-traditional season
where returning team members
will work on individual skills and
fitness.
Coach Howard has been involved in UNE athletics since the
turn of the millennium, starting
off as the assistant softball coach
and later becoming the head
coach. In essence Howard believes coaching is teaching different tools for different sports, and
has made the transition from softball to field hockey seamless. In
high school and college she was a

tant field hockey coach in 2004.
Howard is very excited about the
direction sports at UNE are heading stating, "We are definitely
headed in the right direction. We
are seeing the possibilities that
are ahead of us and have a 'strive
for excellence' mentality, that goes
hand and hand with the academic
excellence that the University has
always maintained."
Next season should be one
for the ages. Howard believes
the team matches up fairly well
against the rest of the conference
with the exception of New England College, who the field hockey
team has yet to beat. So if you are

UNE COMMUNICATIONS

FIEW HOCKEY: UNE's girls field hockey holds their own.

well-rounded athlete playing field
hockey, basketball, and softball.
Previously, she had coached field
hockey at Fitchburg State College
for three years, and then had the
opportunity to become the assis-

a super-fan, fan or just someone
who likes to support your school
team we hope to see you out their
next autumn cheering for your
colors.

BY BRIAN MULDOON
Nor'easter Staff
With the growth of UNE
athletics, comes the emergence
of new technology. Starting this
winter, the UNE athletics website
will now be hosting live-feeds of
select games. There will be five
games for both the men and
women's basketball teams, along
with five games for the men's ice
hockey team broadcasted by the
new "voice of the Nor'Easters,"
Ben Alshter.
Alshter is a graduate of Syracuse University, home of one
of the best communication and
broadcasting programs in the
country. The first broadcast was
November 14th as the hockey
team skated against Boston College. The men's and women's inaugural broadcast will be November
25th against Bowdoin College.
UNE students will not be
the only ones benefitting from
the live feed, but those who live
outside the area will now be able
to be more in touch with our athletic programs. Assistant Director of Athletics and Sports and
Director of Sports Information,
Curt Smyth, spoke highly of the
live-feeds system by saying, "This
was done to provide as much exposure for our athletic programs
as possible. Also, as we begin to
attract student-athletes regionally
and nationally, it will be easier for
family and friends to follow UNE
Athletics," he concluded by stating, "It is our hope to web cast
other sports in the future." This
will also help prospective students gain more familiarity with
the University, making it easier to

market UNE to high school students.
Access to the live feed will be
incredibly easy for those who wish
to enjoy. Connecting with the
life-feed will only take two simple
steps: go to the UNE athletics
website (http://athletics.une.edu),
and click the "UNE Live on the
Web" tab. Now games are just a
click away from all of the action.
The schedule for games available on the live-feed are as follows:
Men's and Women's

Basketball
Nov. 25 - 7:25 p.m.
vs. Bowdoin
Jan. 21 - 7:55 p.m.
vs. Eastern Nazarene
Jan. 31 - 2:55 p.m.
vs. Western New England
Feb. 07 - 2:55 p.m.
vs. Roger Williams
Feb. 21 - 2:55 p.m.
vs. Nichols

Men's Ice Hockey

Nov. 14 - 7:55 p.m
vs. Boston College
Nov. 15 - 4:25 p.m
vs. Bryant
Dec. 05 - 7:55 p.m.
vs. Northeastern
Jan. 23 - 7:55 p.m.
vs. Endicott
Jan. 24 - 3:55 p.m.
vs. Boston University
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UNE Athletic Statistics
BY RAMIN EDMOND .
Nor'easter Staff

Hockey
November 1st

UNE 4 Westfield 4
Sophomore Jack Nolan scored
twice including the game-tying
goal early in the third period at
Westfield State College. Mark
Margiotta and Mike Tiano also
scored in the game while Channing Tobey had two assists. Mike
Roper, Tony Dube and Bryan
MacLure each played a period in
the net combining for 37 saves.
November 5th

UNE 6 Endicott 2
Jack Nolan and Kyle MacLennan each scored a pair of goals in
UNE's home opener at Biddeford
Ice Arena. Todd Bartlett and Tim
Margiotta also scored for the
Nor'easters while Jack Mulvaney
and Mike Tiano each dished out
a pair of assists. Mike Roper recorded 31 saves in the contest.
November 8th

UNE 6 Bates 1
Freshman Tony Dube took a
shutout 14 minutes into the third
period in his first ever collegiate
start. Six different players scored
for the Nor'easters in the first
game of the BBI Waste Industries Invitational at Biddeford Ice
Arena. Grant Gosselin and Todd
Bartlet had a goal and an assist
each in the game.
November 9th

Northeastern 10 UNE 7
UNE gave up a 4-1 lead after the
first period to suffer their first loss
of the season. Dave Ellis had two
goals on the afternoon while 'Igor
Yegorychev tallied a goal and an
assist. After the Nor'easters let up
six goals in the second period for a
7-5 deficit, Eric Hines and Grant
Gosselin scored early in the third
to tie the game, but the Huskies
shut the door with three straight
goals to end the game.
November 14th

BC (club) 5 UNE 1
Grant Gosselin scored the lone
goal for the Nor'easters who lost
their second game in a row at
home. UNE out shot the Eagles
45-30, but BC's goalies tallied
44 saves on the night. Brian MacLure stopped 25 shots for UNE.

Men's Soccer
October 21st

Endicott 3 UNE 2
The Nor'easters blew a 2-1 lead
in the 74th minute of play and
let up the game winner with just
2:27 remaining in regulation. Dan
Crear and Kiel Hiller both scored
for UNE while Derek Poulin recorded seven saves in the loss.
October 25th

UNE O WNEC O 20T
Derek Poulin stopped 12 shots
to record the shutout for the
Nor'easters who played against
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'Unfinished Business'
BY RAMIN EDMOND
Nor'easter Staff

players into the program in addi- ferson, who was a role player on
tion to the returning eight, which the Division I Grambling State
gives them the option of bringing University basketball team just
Coming off last season's fresh legs on the court; something three years ago.
Some of the other highly
ECAC
Championship loss, that was not a commodity for the
touted
newcomers include freshis
all
last
year.
team
UNE's
Men's
Basketball
team
October 29th
of
the
high
number
Because
men
guards
Victor Oruonyehu,
reloaded
and
ready
to
go
for
the
.
NEC 3 UNE 2 20T
of
players
now
in
the
program,
<2.1ientin
Thompson,
Anthony
start
of
the
new
season.
Goals from Kiel Hiller and Owen
second
year
head
coach
Jason
Johnson
and
Derek
Miles.
In adSenior
co-captain
Johnnie
Evans in the second half at home
Mulligan
was
able
to
establish
a
to
returning
starters
Simpdition
Jefferson
spoke
of
the
loss
durdid not end up being enough for
junior
varsity
team.
son,
Jefferson,
senior
guard
Steve
He
believes
ing
this
year's
preseason
practices
the Nor'easters in their final game
of the season. After leading 2-1 by stating, "That's why the whole that the JV squad will help the Belmonte and sophomore guard
midway through the second half, team motto this year is 'unfinished new players adjust to the new Chas Rentrope, coach Mulligan
UNE let up the game tying goal business'. We started something philosophies in the collegiate looks to implement the five guard
with less than ten minutes left in and we didn't finish it. We didn't ranks and be familiarized with set with these new young players
regulation. No one would score get to the championship round the different offensive and defen- in order to out run the opposiagain until the final minute of that we wanted, that we were sive schemes the Nor'easters use. tion.
Jefferson also believes the
the second overtime period where striving for, but we did make it This program is put into place to
as
a
developmental
system
work
team
should be better defensively
to
a
championship
round,
but
we
UNE let up the game winner. The
stating
that because the team is
for
players
who
don't
see
many
didn't
finish
it.
We
didn't
bring
it
men finished the season with an
varsity
minutes.
all
the
way."
He
continued
by
exsmaller,
they can take advantage
overall record of 4-8-4 (3-7-3
of
the
their
full court press which
Coach
Mulligan
spoke
plaining,
"That's
definitely
stuck
of
his
TCCC).
in the back of the minds of the intentions during the recruiting lead them to being so effective in
returnees. That's just eating away process by saying, "I wanted to causing deflections and turnovers
at us that we should have pulled it add depth and talent. Last year we last season. He spoke highly of
Women's Soccer
off; we should have won it. Now found our identity in playing the his teammates defensive abilities
November 1st
we're just eager to get on the court game 94 feet and pressing. We led by saying, "Chas is like one of the
TCCC <2.1iarter Finals
and do it."
the CCC in scoring and in steals." best players in the conference or in
UNE 1 Colby College 0
Last year the Nor'easters were He concluded by saying, "I want- the state of Maine at doing that.
Maggie Mahoney scored the lone
knocked out of the first round of ed to find players that would fit in He's a great defensive player, and
goal of the game in the 31st minJuice [Simpson] is a great defenthe TCCC playoffs and thought with that and I believe we did."
ute of play to give the third-seed
Two of the new transfer play- sive player, and we got some other
their season was over, but they
Nor'easters the home win over the
were selected as the eighth seed ers are sophomore guard JJ Rose- young guys that are quick and are
sixth-seeded Chargers. Bethany
in the ECAC tournament where man and junior guard Marchale real good at defense." He continAugustoni had the assist.
they immediately made some Robinson who both hale from ued to praise Simpson's abilities
November 12th
noise by upsetting the top seeded the same school that senior Co- by saying "I feel there's no one
ECAC <2.1iarter Finals
Emerson College in a first round captain Jaykyri Simpson was re- that can guard him one-on-one in
UNE3 Curry2
overtime win on the road where cruited from just a year ago; Hill this conference. We have a tough
Sarah Richardson scored the
Jefferson dropped a career best Community College in Hillsboro, time guarding him in practice, so
game-winning goal on the road
43 points. The men then pulled Texas. The third and final transfer whenever he just gets to the lane,
with just over five minutes reoff another stunning upset at the student in the program this year is if you don't help out he'll score at
maining in regulation to lift the
will."
third seeded Husson College just Sean Caddigan, from USM.
fourth-seeded Nor'easters over
The first ·home game for-.-rhe
Jefferson expressed his confithree days later to advanced to the
the fifth-seeded Colonels. The
ECAC Championship game the dence in the new players by stat- Nor'easters will be played on Satgoal was Richardson's third of the
following afternoon against New- ing, "We definitely have some urday, November 22nd against
game.
bury College. The Nor'easters let guys to look out for. There are go- ,St. Joseph's College at 2:00 PM.
a one point game slip away in the ing to be some guys that can step The Nor'easters, who were voted
Volleyball
championship, allowing a 23-8 up and do some things. It's going second in the conference by the
November 1st
Newbury run in the final nine to be exciting." He continued by coaches in the preseason poll, exUNE 3 Gordon 0
saying, "Marchale i.s a great point pect to have a target on their back
minutes of play.
Alex Toregas had 12 kills and
The loss had spoke to the guard, and a great guy. He can re- all season long because of what
four blocks for the Nor'easters team's biggest weakness all season ally push the ball. He can score they were able to achieve last
while Ellen Chonski had 15 as- long, which was fatigue late in and can put us in the offense. He's year.
sists, 14 digs, and six kills in the games. With only ten players on going to be great to. play with."
Jefferson concluded with his
home win.
the roster, some of the players on Jefferson also had high praises for championship expectations on the
Endicott 3 UNE 0
the team were forced to play 35 Caddigan when he stated, "He's year by saying, "This will either be
UNE lost it's final game of the to 40 minutes a game, which re- probably one of the best shooters a great year or a real pad year. I'm
season to Endicott College in a sulted in an inability to close out I've been around. You'll see, he has not looking for a mediocre year
conference match at home. Alex games in three two-point losses a great knack at putting the ball in or anything like that. W e're either
Toregas and Kristin Edwards each in conference play. The players the hole, and just knowing where going get the job done or we're
had 10 kills in the match, while and coaches now believe they to go to get his shot off." A com- not going get the job done. With
Ellen Choinski had 19 assists itnd have turned this weakness into pliment like that speaks volumes us players there will not be an in
five blocks. The Nor'easters finish a strength after bringing 15 new coming from a player such as Jef- between. We expect to win."
the regular season with an overall
record of 18-13, and a conference
record of 8-2. UNE earns the
team, known then as the Knights, the players and coaches but for
third seed going into the confer- CONTINUED FROM PAGE 9
was considered a powerhouse in the fans as well. The memories
ence tournament.
hockey, winning three consecu- of last year's missed chances are
slowly being erased and replaced
For fans, the combination tive NAIA titles.
November 11th
Although no current students by the memories of the success
of new players, early success and
two wins right out of the gate has were alive during that period, this last year's team had the final few
ECAC <2.1iarter Finals
UNE 3 Babson 0
new era of St Francis-University weeks of the season last spring
boosted morale.
Alex Toregas had eight blocks
Last year's struggles as the of New England hockey has be- and the immediate success of the
and five kills for the fourth-seed- coaching staff tried to jump start gun with seemingly overwhelm- new players.
As the season continues,
ed Nor'easters in their sweep over a program that hadn't operated ing support. The tiny school still
the fifth-seeded Babson College in over twenty years seem to be manages to pack the Biddeford hopefully the team's success does
on the road in the first round of becoming a distant memory. The Ice Arena to near full capacity at the same. No matter what, the
the ECAC Tournament. UNE acceptance into the ECAC East some games, and as the season fans will continue to support
will go on to the Semi Finals on League has had a double edged goes on hopefully the team can the team as they prepare for the
Saturday, November 15th at the sword effect. While exciting, it has succeed in completely filling the future runs through the brutal
gauntlet known as the ECAC
top-seeded Colby Sawyer Col- raised expectations of the team.
stands with loyal fans.
lege.
The early success is a bright East League.
Looking back before the
two-plus decade break, back when light at the end of a long tunnel
the school was still St. Francis, the for the Nor'easters, not just for
the nationally ranked Golden
Bears. UNE was out shot 28-11,
but was still able to preserve the
tie on the road.

HOCKEY
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ARTS & ENTERTAINMENT
Book Review: Stephanie Meyer's Twilight & Breaking Dawn
BY KATIE DUNBAR
Nor'easter Staff
What is this Twilight phenomenon all about anyway?
Stephenie Meyer's series
has been booming since the first
book came out in 2005. Twilight,
which is the first in a series revolving around a girl who falls in
love with a vampire, is a new-age
romance novel for a younger generation, though it seems to appeal to just about everybody. This
summer, the fourth book in the
series, Breaking Dawn, came out
to outstretched hands of readers
eager for more. I read the series
on the insistence of a friend, and
must say that I am glad I did so.
However, I found the series
to be one of the most predictable
series I have ever read. Girl meets
boy. They fall in love. He's a vampire, and he wants to drink her
blood. She doesn't care, and they
go through angst-y adventures
with werewolves and are victorious over bad vampires. Everyone
1s literally happy forever after,
no one has to lose anything, and
nobody but a few nameless characters and a villain dies. End of

story. Nonetheless, I would still
probably recommend it to anyone
who wanted a story that really
sucks you in (wheth

and Edward, do not really have
that much to them. Bella is easily
related to by many young girls-:esteem. living with

to or not-I found myself deep in
the books, even though I knew it
was going to be an insubstantial
read after the first chapter).
The primary characters, Bella

separated parents, and trying to
adapt to a new environment. Edward is too perfect and completely unrealistic (even for a fictional
character), but everyone loves him

Re.staurant review: Flatbread Co.
BY PETER MARSTERS
Nor'easter Staff
My first reaction to "organic
food" is usually "no thank you, I
would not like to try your soyguava mango broccoli shake."
After going out to Flatbread
Co. in Portland, I am SO glad to
be wrong. Flatbread Co. is comfortable, charming, and virtually
perfect for an afternoon meal. At
72 Commercial Street, directly on
the waterfront, the dining room
looks right out across the water.
Taking full advantage of their location, the walls facing the ocean
have large panel windows that let
you look out across the bay.
If I could use only one word
to describe the dining room's ambience, I would call it cozy. The
decorations of the restaurant,
things like finger paintings, various fishing gear, and, seemingly
handmade mobiles make the
restaurant feel comfortable and
homey. I won't lie, some of the
things they chose to decorate with
are a little tacky, but that does not
stop anyone from going into TGI
Fridays and it should not stop you
from going into Flatbread. Particularly because, for each little
knick-knack on the wall there
are a bunch of decorations that
are actually pretty neat. The mobiles, for instance, are undeniably
cute. The large domed wood-fire
oven, positioned off to the side
of the dining room, only adds to
the relaxed environment. Alright,

enough about the pretty pictures is why I am glad that every waiter
on the walls and onto what really or waitress I have ever gotten has
matters, the food.
been great. The service there has
The menu is made up of a always been warm, friendly, and
number of speciality pizzas and competent. Every time I have
one "create your own" option. gone I came away feeling good
However, instead of just having both about the food that I just ate
your run-of-the-mill toppings, and about how I was treated.
they have the option of several
Finally, and unfortunately, I
varied cheeses, organic veggies, will cover the negatives about this
and meats. To put it simply quaint little pizzeria, the cost. The
though, everything is amazing. costs of organic food tend to be
I have been to Flatbread Co. sky high when compared to your
about three times and each time local grocery store, and Flatbread
the pizza almost lifted me out of Co. is no different. The bill won't
my seat. This most recent time be an arm and a leg mind you, it
I ordered a "Jay's Heart" which is not as bad as other "organic"
comes with whole milk mozza- restaurants I have seen. However,
rella cheese, parmesan cheese, and a small pizza, three drinks, and a
Italian herbs, with an extra top- dessert worked out to be around
ping of their free-range grilled 25 dollars, nothing to sneeze at
chicken. It was not just the flavor for a cost-conscious college stuthat impressed me though; I also dent. It is not enough to keep me
loved how quickly our order was away from Flatbread Co. in the
put through. We had barely been future, just enough to make it a
there 20 minutes when our order "special occasion'' outing.
came out piping hot. Rounding
In the end Flatbread Co.
out their menu is an extensive list turns out to have great food, comof alcoholic and non-alcoholic fortable atmosphere, and friendly
drinks and savory desserts. I or- service, but it is slightly on the
dered a brownie sundae and loved pricy side. However, if you are reevery bite. It was nothing extrav- ally worried about costs, you can
agant, just a warm brownie, ice always skip dessert at flatbreads
cream, and whipped cream, but and head over to Coldstone
it was the perfect complement to creamery a few blocks up and
the meal.
over.
Food and ambience, however,
For more information, check
are not the only things important out www.flatbreadcompany.com
in a restaurant. If the service is which gives directions to all their
bad then it would not matter if locations, a menu, and some hisit was the best pizza on the east tory about it.
coast, I would not go again. This

anyway. His only flaws are his
jealousy, controlling nature, and
stalking tendencies, but in the
end he admits to his faults and
apologizes for his mistakes. What
more could you ask for? An intelligent, talented, gorgeous, rich,
immortal, and eternally youthful
man who couldn't live without me
would suit me too. The secondary characters like Jasper, Rosalie,
and Sam Uley are the only ones
that really have a little depth and
personality. Bella and Edward are
pretty much black and white.
I cannot really explain it, but
I really liked the books. I loved
them. I would not rank them up
with Harry Potter, nor would I say
they were my favorite books. But
they were worth reading. I will
probably read them again. I want
to know what happens to the characters, even though through each
book, I have been able to foresee
from the beginning what would
happen. And Meyers does add
a bit of Wit and humor here and
·there that adds some comfort to
reading the books. Overall, they
are more of something to read if
you want something simple and
fun - something for if you are

interested in a quick read that is
more entertaining than qu 1lity.
This is not something for 1 'aders who want to read som 1ing
that you can get something out of
it having read it. I enjoyed hem,
though they were not t 1 ( est
books I have read.
As for the movie, I seri sly
doubt that it will be any go, 1 at
all. I have never seen a movie that
lives up to the book on v 1 · h it
is allegedly based, and until film
makers can somehow devise a way
to project the very thoughts of authors onto a screen and make the
duration of the images and sounds
put forth last a nice, round two
hours, I don't think I ever will. All
I have to do is point at the H arry
Potter movies, particularly three
through five. Not to menm, ~ ragon, which was undeniabl the
worst book-to-movie trans~ation
I have ever had the misfortune
of enduring in my entire life. I
can only imagine how the directors will warp Twilight. But I and
many other Twilight fans will go
to see it. At least this way, going
in with poor expectations, I won't
be disappointed.

Pandora: Alternative Radio
BY PETER MARSTERS
Nor'easter Staff
I personally am a fan of video
and think the radio star got exactly what he deserved.
Radio is another one of those
"good on paper" ideas that just is
not as good as it could be. Obnoxious DJs, static zones, bad
weather, stations with pointless
programming, and, the worst of
them all, once you find a station
that comes in clear and is not full
of neo-conservative values, most
often you will have to listen to
that same top 40s song until your
head explodes. No matter how
hyped-up XM radio is, it still
shares the same drawbacks, with
an added price tag.
With all those nasty downsides, it was only a matter of
time before someone tried to fix
it. So in the new millennia, Tim
Westergern and a group of programmers and music lovers said
"why the heck not" and gave
birth to Pandora.com. In January
2000, the music genome project
was launched with a very different take on how a radio station
should be handled. Leave it to
the internet to make something
shiny and new. The slogan of the
project is "music you want to listen to," which I, for one, am all
for.
The way Pandora works is
you enter an artist or song you
want to listen to and Pandora
starts searching for songs that

are si~ilar to that· artist's musical style. New songs are searched
based on roughly 2000 focus traits
like, key tonality, instrumert proficiency, rhythm, even the gender
of the lead vocals. Based on your
feedback, it will keep bring:ng up
songs that are similar to the original artist.
Since the year 2000, Pcmdora
has been growing in popularity
and complexity. Recently added
features let you look at the background behind both the song
and the musician performing it,
as well as the ability to mix your
different stations together, and to
share your stations and favored
artists/songs on social networking
sites like Facebook and MySpace.
It has even been implemented as
a program for cell phones with
higher capabilities,
My personal reason for liking
Pandora so much is the variety of
music available. The songs that
will be returned for your station
range from popular artists like
The Pretenders, Black-Eyed Peas,
andJackJohnson to smaller bands
like Magneta Lane and Girl in a
Coma. Pandora's library even
extends to international bands
like Buena Vista Social Club
and Asian Kung-Fu Generation.
Even someone with fickle musical tastes could find something to
bob their heads to.
There are drawbacks to internet radio, however, mostly imposed by copyright laws. The
See PANDORA,page 12
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Renew ofJulius Caesar
BY ADAM DEXTER
Nor'easter Staff
The Portland Stage Company is situated in a large brick
building in Portland, Maine. It is
somewhat lost between the hustle
of cars and the attractions of the
city; the only thing that tells of its
location are several banners and
two wooden doors with Portland
Stage spread across them. It was
there, on an icy Sunday afternoon,
that I saw Shakespeare's Julius
Caesar.
I should mention my undying love (love to the point of
obsession) of Shakespeare. Ever
since I read "Macbeth" at a young
age, I have been in love with
Shakespeare. The idea of seeing
a Shakespeare play excited me
and th1 illed me and when it was
offered as a part of my British
Literature class, I jumped at the
chance.
What made me most excited
to see this version was its twist:
Julius Caesar had been driven
from that Roman world of old
and had been placed in bloody
Washington in which people receive announcements over their
BlackBerries. It is remarkable to
see how well the two separate
worlds (ancient Rome and modern day Washington) sync so perfectly.

COJIITINUED FROM PAGE 11

The production was part ofan the funniest eater I have ever seen,
initiative by the National Endow- as he ate while delivering some of
ment for the Arts called Shake- his lines.
speare for a New Generation, in
Rebecca Watson played Caswhich Shakespeare's classics are sius, and was utterly amazing. The
reimagined in a modern world for way she manipulates Brutus is
a modern audience, even though nothing short of chilling. She is
the same lines and characters are one of the greatest stage actresses
· I have ever seen live. One could
retained.
The play ran two and a half feel her malevolent energy in the
hours long with a fifteen minute theater and after the production
intermission. Arid yet, sitting in ended, the majority of the conthat cozy theater, the time seemed versations turned to her.
far too short. The stage was beauParticularly
disappointing
tifully set, with stagehands that was Sally Wood, who played two
seamlessly weaved in and out be- roles, Portia and Octavius. I exhind the scenes; in general, the pected her to be able to diversify
stage direction, by Myles Hatch, those two roles but instead I was
was some of the best I have ever often wondering who was who.
Where others relished in dealwitnessed.
The actors were, all in all, very ing with Shakespeare's words, you
intelligent and capable; some of could see her physically stumtheir performances were chilling, bling over the lines. She was eihilarious, and some were slightly ther wooden or horribly exaggerdisappointing. Kevin Kelly as ated. Her best scene was the one
Caesar was captivating, and even in which she reveals that, over the
though he was not in the majority grief her husband Brutus feels,
of the play, his specter was always she has cut herself on the leg. The
felt. In the later scene where he way she reveals the cut to him is
appears as a ghost, he quite liter- almost painful.
ally appears out of nowhere. I am
The second act, after the instill wondering where he came termission, dragged slightly, but I
from and how he got there.
suppose the fault with that lies in
I enjoyed the actors who such a high, fascinating first act.
made comedy from Shakespeare's
Overall, I enjoyed the play
lines. Tavia Gilbert as Cinna was and when I left, I wished I had
flighty, giggly, girlish, and utterly more time.
magnetic. Also J. Paul Guimont is

music genome project is a music
recommendation tool, not a playon-demand service, so you will
hear a few songs by your artist of
choice, but, unlike traditional radio, requesting a specific song is
impossible. Another draw-back
is a limitation placed on your
ability to skip songs. A user is allowed to skip six songs for every
hour that they are accessing the
site and you are unable to replay
any the songs that you have listened to during your current session unless they come back up in
the roulette, which does happen
at times. These are small drawbacks though, considering that
they are the same limitations you

have when listening to a radio in
your car.
It is not certain how much
longer a tool like this will be
available though. In the Washington Post, an article by Peter
Whoriskey was recently run explaining that Pandora and other
webservices are getting pressure
from copyright and royalty laws.
High royalty fees and strict laws
have already forced Pandora to
suspend its service to European
listeners indefinitely, and have
pushed the company to near collapse. Pandora's royalty fees "this
year will amount to 70 percent of
its projected revenue of $25 million." With losses like that, it is
uncertain how much longer a
company like this can remain on
its feet.

WHAT IS IT?

EMELINE EMERY, NOR'EASTER NEWS

WHAT IS IT?: Can you identify the mystery object located on the University Campus? The answer will be published in the next issue of the Nor'easter News!

What's Happening:

The solution for last month's "What is it": Street sign post

November-December

At the UNE WC Art Gal-

lery:
*Alice Spencer - Fabricating
Time: Paintings and Collected
Textiles
November 13, 2008 to January
11,2009
*Gallecy talk/slide show with Alice Spencer Wednesday, November 19, from 5 to 6:30pm
*Global Textile Expo
Sunday, November 23, 1 to 4pm

*Opening November 21:
Twilight
Bolt
Nothing Like the Holidays
I Can't Think Straight
*Opening November 26:
Australia
Four Christmases

Contact/ Information: http://
www.theciviccenter.com/event.
asp

Transporter 3

Portland Museum ofArt:

*Opening December 5:
Cadillac Records
Frost/Nixon
Punisher: War Zone
Extreme Movie

Milk

Exhibtions*Landscapes from the Age of
Impressionism September 25 to
January 4, 2009

Biddeford Citylheater
Presents:

*New Acquisitions 2008
November 15, 2008 to February
8,2009

Contact / Information: Check
out local listings at http://www.
smittyscinema.com/
http://www.cinemagicmovies.
com/

Events*Portland Museum of Art 2008
Raffle
Sunday November 23 10:30am
to 12:00pm

http://www.moviecentre.net/
*these movies may not be available. Please check these websites
for movies available and showtimes.

Contact / Information: http://
www.citytheater.org/ E-mail:
citytheater@roadrunner.com
Box Office: (207) 282-0849

Cumberland County Civic
Center:
*Huskies Youth Hockey Association Benefit Hockey Game

t

*CMT on Tour '08: Jason Aldean
and Lady Antebellum. November 21 8:00pm. Tickets: $19.75

At The Movies:

Contact I Information: http://
www.uae.edu/artgallery/
Arin Zill, Director (207)
221Email: arill@une.edu

*Arid Then There Were None
November 21 and 22 from 8pm
to 10pm

I

featuring The Boston Bruins
Alumni Team vs. The Maine
Mariner All-Stars November 20,
7:00pm. Tickets: S15 general
admission

Contact / Information: (207)
775-6148
http://www.portlandmuseum.
org/

EVERYDAY AT

Bebe\s
~IJRR1To•.s
& C-4NT1N-4

Now BOOKING
holiday, birthday &
CHRISTMAS parties.
LJYE ENTER.1'AJ.NMENT.
Friday & Saturday.
Sunday 'Irivia Night
starting at 7pm
(hn· delicious ikle.>::ic,11,

food is asfast as it is.fresh!
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Many know that our campus
has been redefining itself slowly
but surely over the past few years.
As the small campus of UNE,
located remotely upon the Saco
River, begins to flourish, so does
the capacity for education within
all majors/programs on campus.
The past year alone, has brought
great fortune to the University of
New England. In addition to the
new Zip Car hybrid program, the
university has built three neweducational and social facilities that
will allow our students to broaden
their horizons in many new ways.
Also, our Core Connections program, established many years ago
and now run by a diverse group
of faculty, has been so gracious to
open the doors for new possibilities educationally, culturally, and
developmentally. Unfortunately
in a school that prides themselves
in their liberal arts programs, there
has been extensive discussion between faculty, staff, and students
about redefining the core curriculum, particularly removing the art
requirement and other potentially
unnecessary courses.
Removing diversity within
the core curriculum would be
one of the greatest mistakes that
a small university that is on the

Lacreasha Johnson

Tom Maloney

Amy Carlson

Andrew Fredette

Alex Devoe

Amanda Cavanaugh

Doug Haltinner

Peter Marsters
1he material contained herin is the property ofNor'easter News and appears
at the sole discretion of the editors. 1he editors reserve the right to edit all
material 1he opinions expressed in Nor'easter News do not necessarily reflect
the views ofthe editors.
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LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
Nor'easter News welcomes letters to the editor.
Letters should not exceed 500 words and must be received by 5pm
on the 1st of each month of publication. The editors reserve the right
to edit letters for length. Longer op-ed submissions of 500 to 1000
words may be arranged in advance with the opinion editor. Submit
letters via e-mail to noreaster.opinion@mail.une.edu

rise could make while attempting to attract and bring more diverse students to this university.
It would completely hinder the
range of educational development that students could potentially reach at this school. To be
more forward, our school would
be inhibiting the future doctors,
physical therapists, occupational
therapists, teachers, artists, trainers, etc., from being competitive
enough in graduate schools and
the real world. Medical schools
and graduate programs are not
just looking for the stereotypical
individual that just takes science,
math, or English classes in college. Instead, they are looking for
someone well rounded; someone
who is able to perform in many
unique aspects oflife.
Educators that pride themselves in providing the necessary
means to perform well after undergraduate study are continuously advocating for our rights
and opportunities as students.
Two in particular that I spoke
with about this overall theme are
art professor, Sarah Gorham, and
organic chemistry/chemistry professor, Amy Deveau.
Professor Gorham, a member of the core curriculum board,
spoke in detail about the arts, development of students as a whole,
and the changes that need to oc-

cur when I recently interviewed
her. She said, ''.All people need
a creative venue, a form of right
brain thinking that allows one to
just be 'present,' allowing nothing else to matter, in order to be
fully developed. It is important
to see the world aesthetically, developing different perspectives.
It is because of this that the arts
supplement every other subject,
especially the sciences."These beliefs have often proven to be true.
However, in order to achieve such
things, changes must occur. The
art department in particular has
fourteen professQrs, thirteen of
which are adjuncts. It is also quite
shocking thllt the only major pertaining to the arts on campus is
art education. As a school that has
a large majority of its students enrolled in the "College of Arts and
Sciences," how are we supposed
to maintain this ranking if the
core art requirement is removed
and without the necessary staff
and major option.
Similarly to Professor Gorham,
Professor Deveau, chair of the
Core Connections program, also
spoke of the changes that needed
to occur, and have been slowly
taking place on campus. Professor
Deveau, speaking as a representative of the science department,
spoke about the goal of Core
Pleas~ see ART, page 14

Smoking on Campus
BY DIANE FITZPATRICK
Nor'easter Staff

Matt Penet

Mandy Wertman

13

So Long Creative Arts Requirement?
BY STEPHANIE PODOLSKI

http://my.une.edu
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As some of you may already
know, UNE has been considering instituting a smoking ban on
campus. They have been seriously
considering such a ban for at least
a few years. As a so-called health
and sciences college, it makes
sense that administrators would
like to see our campus policies reflect its teachings. It is common
knowledge that cigarette smoke is
harmful in various ways, and banning smoking could possibly protect the health and vitality of students and faculty alike. A recent
survey of students, conducted by
the Tobacco Awareness Committee of UNE, shows that the
majority of students (who participated in the survey) would be
in favor of a campus-wide ban on
tobacco products. Tobacco users
who are opposed to the ban site
an infringement of rights, and instead of a ban would like to see
more butt receptacles and accepted areas for smoking. Both sides
have legitimate concerns and objections, but ultimately, who will
prevail has yet to be decided.
The committee has not taken this matter lightly. They seem
to realize all such concerns that
might arise. They realize certain

inalienable rights might be con- buildings, some discard our butts
sidered infringed upon by smokers on the grass or pavement, and
and non-smokers alike. One can some even smoke in the middle
not charge the committee with a of crowded walk-ways. These acdisregard or of being ignorant of tions are bothersome to many
any side or position on this issue. people; and whether this is for
Ultimately, whether they decide health or ascetic reasoning it is
to institute a ban or not and how- inconsequential. Although these
ever it might be carried out and behaviors cannot be credited for
enforced, they can be credited for talk of the ban, we should reflect
taking into careful consideration upon how we smoke and where
all viewpoints and perspectives.
-as it is apparent the behavior of
some smokers is bothersome to
IRREGARDLESS OF ANY many.
BAN
As a smoker myself, I would
love to be able to join my carSmokers would righteously cinogen-loving allies in smoking
be outraged for such a ban, as it wherever and whenever I want
would infringe upon rights. Those to, but as a (primarily) considerbothered by cigarette smoke ate individual, I would not want
would be disappointed to see such to impose the exercitation of my
a ban not instituted as they also right onto any unwilling vichave a right to not be exposed tim. Heaven forbid my cigarette
to cigarette smoke. But with the smoke should cause an asthmatic
logistics of such a ban aside, we to go into an attack. But I realize,
can focus on a few of the con- and understand, the elements of
cerns some have raised regard- indignation and protestation that
ing exposure to cigarette smoke. can go hand-in-hand with being
Thanks to Amy Oliinn of the a smoker. We smoke, it's what we
Tobacco Awareness Committee, I do. Because it often defines us,
was able to look over some com- and we-in this day and agements students made during the are singled out because of it, we
survey the committee conducted. are forced to scream and flail in
Many of such comments noted protest when someone tells us we
an over-whelming dissatisfaction can't smoke. But High School is
with smoker behavior. Many of us over. Let us not flaunt our bad
smokers puff right in front of the
Please see SMOKING, page 15
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College Students' Apathy and the Need for Change
BY ALETHIA MILLER
Nor'easter Staff
The vast number of atrocities regarding famine, genocide,
poverty, homelessness, abuse, and
violence all escalating at a mountingrate would make anyone turning on the evening news whip
their head away. Global issues are
constantly present: global warming, deficits, genocides, impoverished countries, nuclear weapons,
oil deals, economic downtowns,
DOW drops, Russian market,
Chinese market, African leaders,
Middle East negotiations, Partnership talks, foreign policy making, human rights violations etc.
Most of these issues are far away,
over thousands of miles away
from the United States.
Consequently,
they
are
that much further away from
any American student willing
to attempt to resolve these issues. When turning on the news
nowadays, one expects an atrocity
or an international quarrel; it is
easier to just neglect the international matter all together or simply deem the matter irrelevant to
their student activities.
The world, at times, can seem
like a mountain of snow and each
day pieces tumble to the floor. It
may not be our responsibility to
shovel the snow or to find a place

ART
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Connections, her perspective on
the arts, and what it takes to be
successful in life.
Core Connections is a lecture
series that connects the annual
core curriculum aspects of environmental awareness, social and
global awareness, critical thinking, and citizenship to other disciplines, cultures, and experiences.
This program brings numerous
scholars of different disciplines to
UNE in order to enrich student
experiences. Professor Deveau
said, "The Core Connection experiences are similar to the arts in
a way they allow students to engage the left and right sides of the
brain, folly enriching cognitive
pathways and increasing the likelihood of better decisions."When
asked about her opinion on the removal of the art requirement and
the opinions of students, she replied, "I would be disappointed if
the art requirement was removed.
Often within a specific area, one
becomes so focused that they forget to smell the roses along the
way. Individuals should be willing
to explore their options at every
cost, and should not be afraid to
fail while trying to find who you
truly are."
When Pozzi Escot and Robert Cogan, Woodrow Wilson
Fellows, Composers & Faculty
Members at The New England
Conservatory graced our university with their presence as visitors for Core Connections, they

for it to go, but it is our "job" as but why the media is so distant
students to understand why each from them.
The current genocide in Supiece fell. However, it should be
our responsibility as citizens of dan has prevailed within the methe world, to not only be able to dia, yet few not directly related to
recall events, but to understand a government agency do little to
their effects on other nations and end this atrocity. No one takes
actors in foreign relations. Over the time to make posters and flithe past few months, numerous ers advocating their position, to
events have grossly affected the defend the people living there.
United States, yet students seem After a hurricane struck Haiti in
to feel little interest in these af- September, the New York Times
fairs. A growing apathy has de- labeled their article "Battered
veloped amongst our student Haiti, Land of Little, Now has
body at UNE, leaving individuals Less," showing how the village
to ignore the problems our world was already famished. Haiti has
faces.
little to offer the international
Some cl<fim they do not pay world; meaning in times of peril,
attention to global news since it the world has little to offer them.
has little to no effect on the Unit- Haiti is only the beginning of a
ed States; however, every small knot in a string that carries on for
and intricate global topic inter- miles with many other knots, each
twines with our country. It is a representing the many nations
trend of sorts, to pay little or no that require clean water, food,
attention to media topics. In fact, clean air, and basic public services
for people to willingly turn on that the United States takes for
the news station or check out the granted.
New York Times for world news,
At a more basic level, flipa teacher has to state that a cur- ping on the national news leads
rent event quiz will occur in class. one to see the. crisis involving
Even then, it does not guarantee our national deficit, the 48 miltheir time and effort will be spent lion Americans without health
learning abc;m t current events.
The question is not so much
how to get college students, the
breed whose sole objective is to
learn every intricate detail about
our world, involved in the news,

insurance, issues of immigration,
families recovering from Katrina,
credit card company scandals,
identity theft, etc. In fact; there is
one conclusion any solid American student in college can gather
from the vast media surrounding
these current problems: I have
better things to think about! Between the exams, finals, quizzes,
homework, labs, work-study, job
hunting, graduation, working,
money, etc. it seems overwhelming to even turn on a news station
these days. Bombarded with ads
asking for donations, and every
nation under some economic crisis or personal turmoil, it's easier
to sit down and focus on study
materials. There does not seem to
be enough time in the day to worry about everyone else's problems,
when there are "bigger" things affecting you.
Students everywhere find
themselves with better things to
do. The problem being that when
students decide to inform themselves of a global event, they find
a vast amount of information on
the internet. So much so, that it
becomes overwhelming. There are

so many issues that need dealing
with on an international level,
which needs student advocates,
that picking one is nearly impossible. Leaving people to pick the
option of... none!
The answer to the question of why there is lack of college students' involvement within
these current world issues is that
there is so much to worry about
and ' concern oneself with, that
it is much easier to be apathetic
toward everything. If there is no
visible link to the effect it has on
you, then there is no need to educate oneself on the matter. There
are too many problems to concern
oneself with, and the internet
doesn't help. It may provide an
easy outlet for news, but it scurries around the serious issues, and
fills the site with mundane topics.
A "too much information available" occurs, making the choice of
"no information" easier.
One must remember the advice of Andy Warhol, "So many
people think that time changes
things, but you actually have to
change them yourself"

Do you enjoy reading Nor'easter News?
Are you interested in getting involved?

opened the doors of development
by connecting music and art to
the sciences. The most important
factor that was repeated numerous times by both individuals is
that the necessary chemical to
learn chemistry, math, art, music,
languages, is all the same. If raised
with the arts, people will realize
that music and art is not fundamentally separate from grammar
or arithmetic. Pozzi said, "Music
means mind. It is the fundamental cornerstone that brings many
fields of study together. Individuals are not born with talents or
gifts for music and the arts, they
learn them."
With all that said, one can see
that it is hard to define inspiration
and passion around a single aspect
of life. Many changes still need
to occur at UNE, and we are the
catalyst for that reaction. It is obvious that removal of some of the
core requirements, especially the
art requirement will only hinder
our future chances, perspectives
on life, and cognitive functioning.
I encourage all of you to never be
scared of failure, because 1t is definitely part of the process of beroming who you are. Take time to
remember who you are and where
you come from. Understand what
culturally makes you unique. And
finally, I dare you to spread that
culture here at UNE, in any form
of expression that you deem necessary. Life goes by too fast to not
experience it. Remember, if nothing else to "take time to smell the
roses along the way."

Nor'easter News is looking for highly motivated, hard-working
writer/reporters, advertising staff and photographers.

EXTRA! EXTRA!
Read all about it!

If you're interested send us an email to learn more at:
noreaster.editor@mail.une.edu
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A New Majority
BY DIANE FITZPATRICK

seven years of wartime I wonder,
must one come with the other?
The American Dream I was once
I spent these last few years told existed, has often appeared
being primarily bitter. Just as I to me only as a fantastical fairywas emerging into the world of tale mothers tell their children as
adulthood, I was forced to face a condolence for a bJeak future
cruel, cruel realities. Growing up, that inevitably awaits. It's tragic,
my parents and teachers spoke of I know.
But then November 4th hapthe great opportunities, freedoms,
and possibilities that were avail- pened, and I was forced to abanable to me as an American. But don my seasoned, pessimistic
by the time I entered college, I view of the world, for a hopeful,
had started to believe that these optimistic outlook of which I am
promises were just a bunch dirty painfully not accustomed. I must
lies meant to coddle and protect now strive to create a balance
me from even dirtier truths. I re- between the skepticism that has
alize I have it better than most. I served me so well, and the positive
have more options at my disposal perspective that is now becoming
than many in this country, and prevalent in our society. And to
don't get me wrong, I am grate- be frank, it's about time.
ful for what I have been privy. AlNovember 4th, the future of
though these opportunities I have this country was decided-the
been afforded are extraordinary in president elect is Barack Hussein
many ways, they come with dire Obama. Let us, for a moment,
consequences; consequences that reflect on this: our next president
often seem unnecessary.
is a black man, a junior senator,
I am in college, and grateful the son of a Kenyan father and a
for having the chance to be here, white mother, a former commubut every semester, when I sign my nity organizer, and---well, the list
promissory note for the ludicrous goes on and on. Whether or not
amount of money I must one day you agree with Obama's political
pay back for my liberal arts educa- ideologies, it is difficult to deny
tion, I die a little inside. I am glad the passion he has inspired in so
I have fuel to heat my home, and many Americans. He created an
gas to mobilize my automobile. atmosphere in which Americans
Yet, when I reflect upon the last feel as though they have a vested
Nor'easter Staff

History cannot be changed
by one man. As much as people
want him to, Barack Obama cannot change the terrible tide of
things.
The situation the United
States is in right now will not be
remedied in the next four, eight,
or even ten years.
Bush could be blamed for
the decaying state of the nation
and the world, that he himself
declared war on Afghanistan and
Iraq, that he alone sent troops
there more than seven years ago.
That he let the economy slip into
a major recession.
But that is impossible. What
about the patriotic zeal that
nearly every American could not
help but feel after the attacks of
September 11,2001? There was a
calling from the American people
that could not be ignored. We
were violated.
I can say that I was even excited when seeing the first footage of explosions in Afghanistan;
burst of flame and smoke illuminating the night sky, tracer fire
racing into the abyss above. But
of course, now, I, along with the
majority of Americans am tired
of war. Nonetheless, it was a momentous event. Many Americans
felt the same astonishment and
anger; there had to be recourse to
this horrific tragedy.
Now, more than seven years
later, the country is in a very difficult oosition. The effects of the

economy can be felt by everyone.
It is not as easy to live than it was
eight years ago, and it will be an
uphill struggle to repair some of
the damage that has been done.
America has had its say, and
Obama will be sworn in as the
44th President.
Obama ran on the slogan
"Yes We Can" and a platform of
change. Obama has even said
that Americans have to be patient; it will take years before
change is seen. I am arguing that
if change is to come, it will be felt
after Obama's term.
Barack Obama is an impressive speaker, but I would say his
talents may end there, anyways,
the most he could do in his term
as president will be to implement
certain programs so as to begin a
process of change.
The United States and the
world will look an awful lot like it
does now, only with a new spokesman. Maybe Obama's emphasis on big government is not the
most beneficial thing that could
happen. With the mess were in
right now, the strategy should be
geared for the long haul; making sure the president succeeding
Obama can work with what he or
she's got.
We have to be patient, and
as college students, be educated
about our decisions. Think of
what you want your country to
look like in ten years, maybe it
will be idealistic where the wealth
is spread out and people's incomes
are more equal. Is that good for
the countrv. can vou oersonallv
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interest in the future of our nation. He has given hope to many
who felt they were disenfranchised. He has helped to spawn a
new generation of voters who will
hopefully continue to be active
participants in politics. In many
ways, Obama has reformed the
American Dream. If nothing else,
he has demonstrated that no matter where you come from, no matter what you look like, no matter
the negative connotations that
can be derived from you name-most things are, in fact, possible.
President Elect Obama has
inherited much of what we also
have inherited-a broken economy, an angry nation, angrier enemies, reluctant allies, and a laundry list of problems that appear to
be years away (perhaps decades)
from adequate resolutions. There
are those who believe Barack
Obama is going to miraculously
absolve us, but Obama did not
promise us this. Obama, instead,
promised to give us the tools necessary to help better our nation, as
it is after all our nation, and not
the government's. I can only hope
he were sincere. I can only hope
and try to change what needs to
be adjusted---but this ambition is
certainly something I never had
before. I, for the first time, am
proud of my country.

Obama is Not Our Savior
BY THOMAS MALONEY
Nor'easter Staff

OPINION

NOR'EASTER NEWS

live with those conditions, and
will the national economy be able
to support such a large dramatic
change.
Obama is good at connecting
himself with you as an individual.
He gives promises, as all politicians do, that your life will be better. The next four years will prove
his worth.
America is an ongoing experiment, there are many things
that must be overcome, many
great questions to answer and try
to solve, as civilizations have done
throughout time.
The United States and the
world are in a tumultuous time;
many events will take place in the
next four years, not or decided
by our president elect alone, but
by the will of the people and circumstances beyond our control.
Barack Obama is not our savior;
it will take every one of us to produce change in this country.
There are forces greater than
the power of one man and his decisions, a force of people who produce events by cohesive will. The
real power for change is in the
collective attitude of the country;
each individual brings strength
and decisiveness to the nation.
That collective attitude and
cohesive will lead the country in
a certain direction. This can explain the events after the terrorist
attacks on September 11th and
will dictate the path of the nation
into the future.

BY DIANE FITZPATRICK
Nor'easter Staff

NATION-WIDE ELECTION
HIGHLIGHTS 2008
PRESIDENT ELECT

Barack Obama (D)

MASSACHUSETTS PROP 1
(To eliminate income tax)

Rejected

MASSACHUCETTS PROP 2
(Decriminalization of Marijuana)

Passed

CONNECTICUT QUESTION 2
Passed
(For a Voting Age of 17 during primaries)

Passed

NEWYOH.KPROP 1
(For Increased Veteran's Benefits)

CALIFORNIA PROP 8
Passed
(Defines marriage as between man and woman)

MAINE ELECTION HIGHLIGHTS 2008
SENATE

Susan Collins (R)

1st CONGRESSIONAL DISTRICT

Chellie Pingree (D)

2nd CONGRESSIONAL DISTRICT

Mike Michaud (D)

MAINEPROPl
(Repeal of Beverage Tax)

Passed

MAINEPROP2
(For a Casino in Oxford County)

Rejected

MAINEPROP3
(Bond for Water Projects)

Passed

SMOKING

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 13

habit like a pre-teen kid trying to

fit in. Step away from the doors,
discard your filters in the receptacles provided, and smoke in
shame like the rest of us who live
in the real world. It might seem
intolerable now to smoke fifty
feet away from any given building, but one day, when we have
professional jobs in professional
places of business, we most likely
will not be allowed to smoke right
outside the business doors.

Yes, it's annoying to smoke
in the rain. Yes, it sucks to smoke
outside exposed to the elements.
Yes, I understand these factors
perhaps more so than many of
those considering the ban. But
there are places we can hide. If
all else fails, there are ways to go
unnoticed. I'm not encouraging
anyone to smoke in bathrooms or
dorm rooms-I am merely stating that if we don't expose others
to our smoke, non-smokers might
be more sympathetic to our concerns.

YOUR OFF-CAMPUS RESOURCE CENTER
FREE PUBLIC INTERNET ACCESS
FREE WIRELESS
ONLINE DATABASES
THE LATEST FICTION AND NONFICTION
AUDIOBOOKS
MUSIC CDs OF ALL SORTS
MOVIES
MAGAZINES, NEWSPAPERS
REFERENCE BOOKS
TAX FORMS
INTERLIBRARY LOAN
McARTHUR PUBLIC LIBRARY
270 Main Street
Biddeford, Maine 04005
284-4181
www.mcarthur.lib.me.us
Qyestions? email reference@mcarthur.lib.me.us
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WEDNESDAY, NOVEMBER 19,2008

EVENTS CALENDAR
November 19-December 15
SUNDAYS:
11/23/08
APB Movie- "College"

11/30/08
Thanksgiving Break

12/7/08
EDGE Non-Denominational Service
APB Movie- "Burn After Reading"

12/14/08
Ride 24/7 Van Trip

MONDAYS:
11/24/08
SHAC Condom Sales (StuffYourTurkey)
Nor'Easter News Meeting.830 pm

12/9/08
OXFAM Hunger Banquet
Nor'Easter News Meeting 830 pm

12/15/08
Finals Week Begins
Nor'Easter News Meetin 830 m

===============

JIM CORMIER, NOR'EASTER NEWS

PHOTOS OFTHE MONTH: Gorgeous sunset over tranquil waters ofMoosehead Lake in northern Maine.

TUESDAYS:

THURSDAYS:

11/25/08

11/20/08

SHAC Condom Sales (StuffYour
Turkey)

Thanksgiving Dinner, Upper Cafe
SEX Show and Sexapalooza
SHAC- Great American Smoke Out
Career Services open until 7 pm

WEDI~ESDAYS:

12/4/08
Celebration of Light
Holiday SMOM

12/11/08
Hang Comedy Event
How to Spend Your Xmas Break

11/27/08

Class of'09 Meeting
Thanksgiving feast- wee
Yearbook Meeting

Thanksgiving Break

Thanksgiving Break
No Classes

12/6/08

11/26/08
Thanksgiving Break begins
NO CLASSES

FRIDAYS:

12/3/08

11/21/08

USG Elections
Spring Registration Adjustment Period
reopens
Resume Workshop

UNE Players, And then There Were
None
USG Nomination forms due
WC Movie Night

12/10/08
Bodywise Party
Women's Basketball against Framingham
Resume Workshop

H

11/22/08
UNE Players, And then There Were
None
Men's Basketball vs. St.Joe's

11/29/08

11/19/08

Homeless

----------------,
SATURDAYS:

Rescue

12/5/08
APB Movie- Polar Express
Hockey Game

2009 Fundraiser
Breakfast with Santa
Hang Event- Hypnotist Dale K
Commuter Council at Big 20 Bowling
Hockey Game

12/12/08
Fall 2008 Classes End!
The Snow Ball
Student Fitness Challenge Ends

11/28/08
Thanksgiving Break
No Classes

St· oevetopment
LJ)UiS ___
center
Child

Team

RT

229 Pool Road. Biddeford
Open Mon· FII 6'. 300.m . 10 S:30p.m

OPENINGS FOR TODDLERS I. PRESCHOOLERS!
• New foc!lity conve!'lien11y tocoted on the way to uNE!

of Maine

• UNE Students who ore new 1o St Louis receive o
\Cit discovnl for ttlO: first 2 months of .so1vicc for
their Chlldr&n!

• One of the Oest childcare focmtles in the stotel

P.O. Box 351 Cumberland, ME 04021

• Accredtted by NAl:YC
(National Academy for the Edvcotion of Young Children)

CALL TODAY TO UGISTU YOUI CHILD!

NICOLE RINNJG, NOR'EASTER NEWS

PHOTOS OF THE MONTH (2): Autumn leaves in full folliage.

(207) 282-3790

